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PREFACE, 

Mosheh ben Shesheth, the author of the short 

commentary here offered to the public, is one of those 

men who are known to .posterity almost exclusively by 

their own writings. From the extracts given below he ap- 

pears to have commented upon other books of the Old 

Testament, or at least upon Isa‘iah, besides Jeremiah 

and Ezeqiel. But respecting his life the single fact? 

which seems to be known rests upon the authority 

of Charizi, who in his Tachkemoni (maqam 18, near 

the end) speaks of his having journeyed from Spain 

into Babylonia in the following terms: nww 72 AWD ‘) 

NEP OI pwn PA amy wa PAA wee mow inn 
:ps 5) msop 55 ony From the fact that Mosheh 

more than once in his commentary quotes the opinion 

of R. Mosheh Qimchi, but never alludes to his more 

celebrated brother R. David, it may perhaps be inferred 

that he wrote before any of the commentaries of the 

latter were published, and that his date was thus in- 

! Dukes, in: Der Orient, 1850, p. 174. 



termediate between those of the two brothers Qimchi. 

Inasmuch as the literary activity of the elder Qimchi 

appears to have extended from about 1170 — 1190, 

while the younger Qimchi was born in 1160 (died 1235) 

we may fix approximately the years 1190 — 1200 as 

the floruit of our author, or in other words, regard 

him as a slightly older contemporary of David Qimchi. 

This view is confirmed by the circumstance that he is 

referred to in a Lexicon by Joseph b. David ha-Jewani, 

a portion of which (as far as awn) exists in manuscript 

in the Bodleian library (Hunt. 161), and which has 

been assigned by Dukes to the beginning of the 

13th century. The passages which concern us here 

are the following. Under 52x, in reference to Is. 1, 20: 
DD M2 son ‘oN w ONM DIN and mwy ja AwWH | 

Dx yom aan ndox wboxn yam (7 x5 mow) OD mw 

OND NOM OND NM IONN 

Under wxa, in reference to Is. 5, 4: nwo | ann 

:DUYT AN NM (‘oO x" ayN) AWNI TD DWIND NYY 42 

Under 753, Is. 57, 8 after citing Rashi’s explana- 

tion Joseph continues: *mxd °D Mwy ja AwH 9 B49 

mbam mbya oy yeemy ny amxny om anos mpoon m3 

MINIT IN AIM AOD wy aswM yon ANIOd Abym ADDO 

pap 49> mom wnx yD °D DD DN pny “DD JaIwD 

MIME 1D MSDN naw op S> opxgon yo nnd men oye 

1 Der Orient, 1849, pp. 705. 727. 745, 1850, pp. 
173. 183. 215: see in particular 1849, 707. 727. and 
1850, 174. 



mtb 3 DPD MNw Nays wx Minw ops 5:2 onpy awd 

mbyd »dyay sepa aaa mwy cdym mba one oD ‘on om 

(a3 oy) Sam myn owym wo 76 mom cnxp tend 
x) TI DISS MD AND ‘DIN w OMIM MM IN Pn OD 

-Ippxiod pp mew ‘yom (‘9 ‘nm 23) nnn yp ya 0" 
Under wa, Is. 57, 20, after Rashi has been quo- 

ted: mbyod mos Jen yp Dyer oo" pew yo mwe 
ord op amp xdi wpe xd op and) pmb oby mby 
wea myo winnny nya m2 Pen wyon ‘obs wasn 

smayon mma mown Dyes opp) wm wad yo yD 
_ Under on, in reference to Is. 21, 11 after the 

explanation of Rashi: Ay xXwD and mww ja AWD ‘nN 

m3 ‘S72) 7AM ypowd Ads ow ANT ‘A PywD NIP oN 

swx mem ypom moda Syy anben py on mwem (7 

mpd cow) xtipy py bio bp yowx xeon ‘ox aon 
sim. Sp mp bn noo ox abdnd xin ny mon cow ans 
snx xin x WwEI nwy mappa xa byxon ars tain bp. 

mp> ny xin ox Sewn dod nya mpb aw mom oe 

Tox yyy ao Sr in mpm ron iw insxdod mexdy 
oo> mmw wa nbd apo cpa mo. ‘yom n>5 on qpa mmx 
oonbsw baw xiab iain ox yoyan ox nom wend: sad 

smwem o252 Inia o>3nD sya iw winan bx 

' Whether the latter part of this extract belongs to 
Mosheh may appear doubtful: but inasmuch as (1) Mosheh 
often quotes other authorities in the same manner as here, 
(2) the reference to Jer. 3, 5 agrees with what he says 
there in his comm. (see below), (3) the remarks on mn are 
out of place here unless they are part of the quotation, it 
is most probable that such is the case. Joseph immediately 
afterwards goes on to discuss the meaning of Nah. 2, 8. 



VI 

Under byt, Num. 23, 7, after citing the opinion of 

Ibn ‘Ezra that nyyn is imp. qal, with qamess (chattiph) 

lengthened to cholem, Joseph proceeds to say that it 
may also be treated as imp. po‘el: — Awp 9 and yD 

syano Sypa ong Ninw mwe io 
Lastly under -5n, having quoted as an instance 

of nif‘al Ez. 34, 4, he remarks that some treat mbmps 

there as sing. comparing Cant. 8, 8 Pr. 9, 1: here a 

marginal note is added, as follows: ova 8p 3) Owm 

peda ord ann inpad yor on din ‘nds (8 1 yer) adm 
O04 pew.ja awe | %® yD naps 

These extracts fully justify the opinion expressed 

above that Mosheh must have written a commentary 

upon the prophet Isaiah, characterized, undoubtedly, 

by the same features that distinguish the two which 

we possess in their integrity. 

The explanations given by Mosheh not unfrequently 

agree remarkably with those of David Qimchi, sometimes 

being even expressed in almost the same words: this 

probably indicates the existence of a traditionary inter- 

pretation which was followed by both. With Rashi too, 

though he never quotes him, he frequently agrees: to 

_ these resemblances I have often called attention in the 

notes, as well as to other points in which the language 

of either Qimchi or Rashi elucidated or illustrated his 

meaning. I have also occasionally referred to other 

authorities, in cases where a reference seemed useful, 

but not, in general, to modern commentators, as I felt 



that, instead of discussing the difficulties in the text 

itself, I ought rather to confine myself to what was 

more immediately suggested by the interpretation 

of the text as exhibited in the commentary I was edi- 

ting. This will, I hope, account for the uneven and 

fragmentary character of many of the notes, and at 

the same time explain those omissions for which other- 

wise it might have been difficult to discover a satis- 

factory reason. 

Of earlier rabbinical grammarians the one whose 

opinion he most frequently cites is R. Jehuda Chajjug *: 

he names likewise R. Jonah (Abulwalid or Ibn Gannach) ” 

and R. Mosheh Qimchi*: other expositors he refers to 

indefinitely under the expression ons vw. He some- 

_ times appeals to the signification of a word in ara- 

maic*, or in the language of the talmid®: and his 

interpretations will not unfrequently be found to be 

~ novel or suggestive. Mosheh confines himself almost 

exclusively to the discussion of grammatical and lexical 

difficulties: and it will be found that he is distinguished 

by a remarkable freedom from ag g adic interpretations. 

1 See Jer. 25, 12. Ez. 14, 3. 21, 12,15. 17. 24, 12. 
20, 3. 26, 2. 27,-19.°S0, 16.36, 35: 7 See Jer. 33, 26. 
Bz 49, 11.. * Sea’ Ey; Oi. 15. * Comp. on ‘Jer. 13;'17. 
418: 16): 1h 21,18. 31,39 48, 9. Ea: 17, 9 2h, 3. 
24,.6. 26, 9. 27, 25. 338, 30.41, @ 17 46, 22. 5 Comp. 
gor. 49,000: 62. 21; Kee ay ¢. 24. 14. 52,° 6. 37, 
6. 42, 12. 
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The manuseript (Huntingdon Coll. 567) fills 35 ff. 

8vo. (85—119). It is written in a large and bold character, 

with greater freedom and less polished precision than 

is exhibited in many Mss. It is certainly a transcript 

from another Ms., if only for the reason that some of 

the errata to be found in it can only be explained on 

the hypothesis of the carelessness of the copyist or 

his inability to decypher the Ms. before him. These 

errata are not numerous: they chiefly consist of mis- 

quotations in which one synonymous word has been 

substituted for another, or, — a case of frequent occur- 

rence — in which a suffix has been wrongly cited. 

The Ms. is in a fair state of preservation, except in 

a few places where it has been injured by damp, and 

where consequently the words are with difficulty legible. 

With one or two exceptions, however (see Ez. 16, 20. 

21, 28. cf. Jer. 8, 18) it has been possible with tolerable 

certainty to ascertain the original text, sometimes from 

the missing words being part of a quotation, sometimes 

from a few traces being still discernible and sometimes 

from the obliterated letters having left an impression on 

the opposite page. Abbreviations are not generally 

employed except in the case of common words, such 

as ‘17 by ‘yoo, 30, ‘Dn, etc.; mi is consistently written 

», and os>x, ods. The stopping is very rough and 

uncertain: that printed in the text has been added by 

myself. Some words here and there have the vowel- 

points affixed: these have been carefully retained being 
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usually of importance. It is worth noticing that pas- 

sages are frequently inaccurately cited. The author 

appears to have trusted to his memory, and in one 

place (Jer. 3, 22) wishing to cite an instance of ‘MN3® 

written defectively, he actually refers to a passage 

where the word is written in the usual manner. 

Some further orthographical peculiarities may with 

advantage be here mentioned. 3 and 3, and 7 and % 

is is frequently quite impossible apart from the 

context to distinguish respectively from one another: 

sometimes, for example, the xegeie is strongly marked 

even in >. There is seldom any difficulty about 7 

and mn: but nm and n often resemble each other; and the 

same is the case with » and n, and, less frequently 

with 3 and }, 0 and m, 7 and >.+ Rarer cases of 

confusion are } with », » with 15, y with 33 or 13, 5 

with °3, and p with }2. I draw attention to these, 

because they illustrate — if illustration were needed — 

the ease with which corruptions can creep into hebrew 

Mss., and strengthen the @ priori probability of what 

can indeed be amply shewn from other sources, but 

which hardly, at least in England, seems to be recogni- 

zed to its full extent, I mean the corrupt condition of 

many portions of the existing Masoretic text of the Old 

Testament, above and beyond those in which the simple 

comparison of parallel passages suffices to detect: it. 

I venture to hope that the plain and sensible character 

of the commentary will cause this small contribution to_ 
* 



the study of hebrew to be favourably received: I 

should be still further rewarded could I hope in ad- 

dition that it would attract any fresh labourers to the 

investigation of the Rabbinical writings, a field too little 

known, but one which offers valuable and suggestive 

materials well worthy of research. 

I cannot conclude this preface without expressing 

my deep obligations to M. Neubauer: it was at his 

suggestion that I undertook the publication, and he 

has always been ready, with the greatest kindness, 

to aid and advise me whenever any difficulty met 

my path. 

I fear that many points have been inadequately 

treated, and others entirely overlooked: but I trust 

that the inexperience which must necessarily accompany 
a first attempt at literary work will be allowed to 

plead in excuse as well of these as of any other 

inaccuracies which may be detected. 

S. Re D: 

New College, Oxford, 
October 1871. 
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JEREMIAH. 

I. 3. s"%] The subject is either Jeremiah, or the 

word of Jahveh (v. 2). , 
4, 772s] from a, cf. me Is. 44, 12: but qos Is. 

42, 6 is from .7%3. 
“11. 52>] may be either in the st. abs. as Nu. 22, 27, 

in which case spy would be an adjective, or in the 
st. const., as 48, 17, "pw being then the name of 

the tree. Nouns in which the final syllables follow 
this formation sometimes change the vowel. in st. 
Gonsd a8 jay. 2 Ki 19, 3. is. 30, 3 HO lo. 13 

so Gn. 30, 37, and sometimes preserve it unaltered, 
as mnpy Is. 22, 22 don ec. 48, 17. 

13. bi) as. if. new: cf mus Is. 26,314 

17. nnn} imp. nif‘al from monn: had it been from a verb 
\’y, the m would have been pointed with qamess. 

19. +>x]} equivalent to yoy: 5 ond; however means to 
fight for some one, as Ex. 14, 14. 

II. 5. hy] formed like mp Pr. 18, 21 yx Is. 1, 13 pn 
¢. a0, 3. 

8. ina3] nif‘al. 
12. nyw] qal: because it is intransitive. 

1 Qimchi treats them both as adjectives: cf. Olshausen 
Lb. § 245a. 

1 
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139n} imper. like ww 49. 281. 
15. ina] from mx» Lam. 4, 11: but according to others 

from 7k) 2 Kt 19, 25 Is. 37.26 e@ 4,7 — the a 

being represented by m — in the sense of abound 

in plants or weeds? 
16. jyy] to brea k*: -cf. job: 24, 21 
19. jan] to denote the fem. plur. of the imperf., 

the Hebrew Language employs both a preformative 
and a sufformative as Ex. 2, 16: sometimes however 
the sufformative is dropped as Ezeq, 37. 7. ¢. 49, 11 
and here, sometimes the preformative, as 1 Sam. 6, 

i2 Dan. 8, 22 Gn. 30, 28, and sometimes lastly 

both together, as Gn. 30, 35. 20, 17. 
21. pnw] in form like Sain Jon. 1, 6. 
23. m722] from the same root as 122: cf. Is. 60, 6. 
24, snoxn] her boundary, cf. Josh. 1c, 6: or accord- 

ing to others from 73s Ex. 21, 13% 

sun] either month, as Ex. 13, 4: or, as others think. 
newness yw. 103, 5° 

L Cf. 12t'% Ez. 32, 20. The maséra says AYN, and 
for this reason we must not pronounce 3257, as though it 
were imp. piel: ef. Qimchi’s note. The modern edd. point 
125M etc. assimilating these three words to such cases as Mikh. 
1,16. 2 as Joseph Qimchi, imps i. e. the site of the cities 
will be overgrown with weeds: but D. Qimchi adheres to 
the meaning wasted. 3 so Rashi & Qimchi the latter 
adding Is. 24 19, ¢. 11, 16 Mikh. 5,5, For the construction 
cf. Gn. 3, 15 and see Ewald, Lb. § 28le. + i. e. either 
Who can restrain the limits of her coursing? or Who can 
turn her back when she is betaking herself to the place of 
her desire? comp. Ibn “Ezra on Ex.: the word means to 
eause or bring forcibly. °® His meaning is made clearer 
by the words of Qimchi: either in the month when F305 nowy, 
or, in her freshness -—— at the time when she first begins 

to run. - 7 
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25. 7m] a subst. like y72 Num. 23, 20, or it may be 
the infin. like mx»s which immediately follows and 
which is formed like sx Dt. 6, 24 ete. 

wu] inf.t: or finite verb — ord being understood. 
26. muna] like mp3 Pr. 5, 3 ete. 

27. 1an7>>] 24 pers. fem.: ef. Josh. 2, 17. 20. 
31. s15] mn is the sign of the vocative: cf. Nu. 15, 15. 
m>pxy] = is added for emphasis, cf. Cant. 8, 61 
1377] from mm Hos. 12,1 we are masters2, but others 

think it means to be tossed about, agitated, as 
W. 2), oh 

33. Myr] according to some an adj. signifying the 
wicked women. 

36. in] from bw job 14, 11 Pr. 20, 14. 
37. jpnvay| some say this is an adjective. 

III. 5. 5m] in place of »2m, like pyin 30, 15: on the 
contrary in v. 6 *nm for mom. 

@. am33] mase. 2 like amp. The 2 retains its qamess 
even in the fem.: ef. nw>y. 

8. niN}] it is the opinion of some that this is for xr, the 
letters n and » being interchanged: ef. Ru, 4, 4 dp9>5, 

9. 5p] formed jike om 7p Gn. 8, 22. The Masdrah 
states that this is the only place in which the word 
occurs thus, and that it is written defectively in the 
sense of to be light® 

1 ef, Qimchi baxm Sand. 2 ef. LXX xvolevo oud a. 
: nas Seb as also Is. 58, 7. See on this root Hupf. on 
Pgs. 1. c¢. * ef. Ewald, Lehiy. 224¢. 5 where Ibn ‘Ezra adds 

Mal. 2, 15, although explaining them otherwise. Cf. R. 
Jonah (Abulwalid) Riqmah, ¢. 28 (p. 191 ed. Goldberg) 
who quotes besides Am. 4, 7 Hab. 1, 12 Neh. 7, 3 Is. 1, 
29 ete. © targ. NAMYO NAPps sdssoay ef; 1 K. 16, 31 
(Hitz.).. + -Cf. Chajjug s. v. am, and below on 49, 10. 

ten 
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14. manw] like p>>y Lam. 4, 4. 
20. synod] as though myna, like apy 6, 1: and converse- 

ly » for 3 Ley, 8, 62 

22. bax] mn instead of x, as in non Ij. 4, 1. This is 
‘proved by the fact that » and 0 are pointed with 
qamess, not segol. 

uns] the 34 radical » is wanting, as in ns» Num. 11, 
11: had the deficient letter been =, the m would have 

ben pointed with chireq. 

23. O75] infin., as is shewn by 7 in pon: others however 

explain the words in their ordinary signification, the 
noise of the mountains}, ef. Josh. 3, 14. 

IV. 1. awn] (2% time) ace. to some = mn; cf. Is. 
30, 15 where these two roots are coupled together. 

4. yn] nif ‘al, from Siw. 
11. rand] from 72, in the sense of eter to make 

clean, purify (ef. 13 wy. 24, 4), or to clear from 

ciatt (ch 33 Gn. Al, 49). 

16. onxi3] desolating, like samy) vy Is. 1, 8: but 

some see in the word a play on the second half of the 
name Nebukhadnessar °, and accordingly refer it to the 
armies of that king. 

3U. Taw] instead of the fem. for he addresses the 
people sometimes in the mase., sometimes in the 

1 Others as Qimchi take O77 as=—_,,on the mountains“: 
in either case the sense is that given by the targ, ,,the 

labour and trouble we devoted to our false worship on the 

hills has been in vain: the deliverance we looked for from 
it has not come“. 2 as Qimchi. 3 so Qimehi: tut Is. 1, 

8 he has mw3ny mann. The tg. here curiously interprets 
it as though it were a yin: see “Ob. 5 Lev. 25, 11. 
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fem.*. According to others, > is omitted, the sense 

being ,,Thou art like one that is desolated“. 

—yy pp2] some regard this as = Prys PP comparing 

why mypi Ps. 80, 6. 

31. nbn] an adj. from nm, as of a woman in tra- 
vail: ef. omp 2 K. 16, 7. 

V. 6. mony] either from Amy desert, 2, 6; or from 

ayy evening, cf. Ssef. 3, 3 wolves‘of the 

evening. , 

om] regarded by some as the uncontracted imp. 

qal for the more customary onw — the same points 

being retained: but it nay likewise be imp. po‘el? 

like qrann y. 94, 20 smboxn Ij. 20, 26, qamess 

chatuph appearing as the residuum of cholem. 

VI. 9. mbobo} from the same root as bo a basket 
Lev. 8, 2: others explain it as = od Is. 18, 5 — 

the sibilants pwot being interchangeable with one 

another. 

1 So Q. almost in the same words. 2? Lit. a 

quadrate form. i. e. one with four letters in it instead 
of three. There are several passages where we seem 
compelled to adopt a form intermediate between qal and 
po’'el, the qamess — without metheg — either indicating 
a shortened 6 or representing the original po’ el-vowel 
(Olsh. § 254). The form would thus be an intensified 
qal, yet not so strong as the ordinary po el (the 
angriff-stamm, Ew. § 125a). The passages referred to 
are wy. 62, 4 (ace. to the reading of Ben Asher) 94, 20 
(where however it r be qal: see Hupfeld’s note) 101, 
5 (Qri) 109, 10 (where Qimchi’s expl. of iw as imper. 
is very forced) Ijob L ce (on which compare Dillmann) 
and perhaps, 1 Chr. 23, 6. 24, 3 (ef. Ew. 83c). 
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16. Nw] may be qal: or piel, cf. xv» 2 8. 20, 18. 
27. yn2] a tower, as Is. 23, 13, “x29 being either 

an adj. qualifying it, or a-subst.1, with omission of 
the copula. 

29. 1n3] qal, to make a noise, Sort, ef. sm) 8, 
16: or else nif‘al from s>n3 Ezeq. 24, 11. 

mps| formed like yiao from mp3. 

773] according to some, an adjective. 

VI. 18. p15] from the same root as 1 Alm 5. 20. 
the sense of the passage being to worship Khiun. 
Others, guided by the parallel words pya mu, 
explain it from mia to pay attention to her, 
honour her: and others think it denotes a kind of 
sweetmeat +. 

21. 12D] from map as med Is. 30, 1: but ace. to others 
from 70° cf. Is. 47, 1. 

24, mxyin] formed like moo 27, 2. 

29. 7713 wu] i. e. shave off the hair, as Lam. 2, 10 
,they bring their head down to the ground“, for 
the hair of their head®. 

VII. 5. myon] formed like man from spn: ef 95 
Hos, i, 10, #18, 5]: . 

6. ons] nifval, intrans. 

ay] either to turn away, cf. n>wp v. 5: or, as others 

t as RDQ. 2? Cf. Il. 18. 470 giom Se pouvoir 
ésixoor aaa &pvowy With 16, 506 innove pocioartac 
5 QismD Iw wsy. + Explained byg@imchi either as what 
thei prepared oy2 and offered “to the goddess, or as 
what they made with care and attention wyn "35 p34_. 
yywy>. ° similarly Ibn ‘Ezra 1. ce. interprets VWs YY, 



think, in the sense of versari, to turn about, be 

assiduous, as 11, 10. 
13. Da DN AION] NX of MON is pleonastic, both verbs being 

from the same root m0: ef. win Is. 28, 281, Others 

derive it from DN Num. 20, 24?. 

any] the suffix is thought by some to stand for O72: 
ef. om~y? 10, 20. 

14. sow] perf. nif, or ace. to others qal: ef. wm Dt. 

34, 8 and, without m, on Lam. 2, 18: in the present 

instance, when m was added, the dagesh was still 

retained, although in other verbs yp”y it is frequenthy 

dropped. ; 
15. mp] inf. piel; cf. Dan. 924 Nu. 22, 6%. 
18. smybay] a mixed form between the mase. and the 

fem., as though it had been ny>am wyday: the verb 
may be either transitive as ‘Amos 5, 9, or intransitive, 
as Ijob 10, 20. Others consider the second > to be 

paragogic, mp>an dap to sybap in the same 

relation that mrws . 25, 1 stands to the ordinary 

_ aywsi: or they regard the word as a subst. formed 
like mwnxq and mons by the addit'on of the termina- 
tion m. — The meaning is cheering up, conso- 
lation*. 

1 Ew. 240c. 2 so Qimehi: in this case O5°DN is of 
course from ™D as before. * Usually taken as imp. hif.: 
but the sug gestion in the text obviates the abrupt change 
of person , aa is better than Ewald’s proposal (285¢) to 
read 753 which is nowhere found: the pual on the contrary 
occurs Ex. 9, 31f. Cf. Ibn “Ezra ad loc. * The con- 
cluding words are obscure and apparently corrupt, but - 
their sense seems to, be the same as that given by R. 
Jonah (Ibn Gannach) in Qimehi, viz. that it is a mixed form 
between the mase. and fem. of the participle: — When the 
men and women come to comfort me, I say to them that 
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IX. 2. 199%] ace. to some hifil: ef. 1S. 14, 22. 17, 25. 

4, yr] infin., as Josh. 9, 20, 1 K. 20, 3% 
7. winy (Q’ri)] pass. for act. partic.: or it may mean 

polished, sharpened, cf. 1 Ki. 10, 16f?. 
14. nym ms] added for the sake of clearness: comp. 

DX. 2) 6, 

16. eae a rare form: see Ezeq. 16, 55 Zekh. 1, 17. 
24. S19] from dS Josh.5, 5: for the form ef. »o Pr. 14, 14. 

X. 5. xiw3] with s paragogic?, as Josh. 10, 24: but 
others * account for the form by metathesis from 

NW). 
8. spay mya] from ayz and Sop y. 49, 11 or, as others 

think, from sy2 to bwin, Ex. 3, 2 ete, and Sod yw. 

78, 7 confidence: so that the meaning will resemble 
that of the words Is. 44, 19, — ,,of the same piece 
of wood one part is burnt and another part made into 
a god (an object of trust). 

14. mys] infin. 

15. oynyn] formed like oywyw. 

17. *»DN] with dagesh lene: ef. Is.47, 24. 

I cannot be comforted because my heart is too sad. The other 
interpr. appears to coincide with that of M. Qimehi (*Pimnmn) 
and Ewald (o was mich erheitern kénnte tiber Kummer!) 
who treat the first half of the v. as an ejaculation to which 
the second half is the response. |} If active he takes it 

as == murderous killing: if passive, in the sense of 
rubbed polished sharpened, targ. A mp. Similarly 
Qimchi interprets the Ktib 377 (metaphorically of slander), 
the Qri as meaning ,,drawn over the whetstone’. LUXX. 

tutowoxovon Ki. lc. éhate, 2% Ew. 16¢. 194b. 3 as Qimchi., 
who compares y. 139, 20, where Hupfeld says it can only 
be an incorrect orthography, remarking that to consider § as. 
paragogic would be to introduce a double anomaly — 
wi itself being already irregular. + Ew. 212b. 2264. 
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sny32] ace. to some from yuan Jud, 4, 23 thy humi 

liation, oppression: others derive it from ‘3y3> Is. 

23, 8 thy trafficking’. 

19. uxwe] 1 is said by some to. stand in place of the 

relative w. | 

20. ox] —= OD Ine, inasmuch as the verb is intrans- 

XI. 15. “byn] interpreted by some, as in Is. 5, 14, to 

mean tremble®. | 
19. mbx] for ribs ?. 

tons] Some think the » ‘belongs to the suffix, as Ps. 

11, 7, the sense being inits freshness, others that 

the word is connected with and Lev. 3, 11 ete. and 

means flesh ,,we will break the yoke of his flesh“: 

or lastly the words may be taken in their ordinary 

sense ,,let us put poison into his bread‘, ef. “Obad. % +. 

XII. 2. www] In pi‘el and pu‘al?®, this verb always 

signifies to root up, except here: in qal on the 

contrary, it always signifies to take root, except 

Jud. 5, 146 

1 The first sense is given by Qimchi ,,remove o Babel 
from the land of Israel the humiliation which thou forcest 
upon all the nations of the earth“: Jonathan (targ.) adopts 
the second: in either case the second half of the v. is to be 
rendered ,thou that dwellest’ in strong fortresses“. 7 So 
Qimchi: others however, after the targum (7773), consider it 
to be an adj. ,a choice lamb“: the moderns render tame. 
3 cf. Ges. s.-v. 53. 4 If wy — be the suffix, we must 

compare the word with ms Dt. 34, 7: the 3% expl. is that 

of targ. and Qimchi — the latter remarking that yy here 
means a deadly tree, as Ex. 15, 25 it means a bitter 
tree. © Qimchi treats it as pual of the quadrate form 

(Syp) comparing Is. 40, 24. © The expl. of Jud..5, 14 

is strange: he seems like the LXX. (‘Eggotu éegoilwaey avrove: 

év 1 “Awehex) to have treated OW w as a verb. 
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5. mannn] from mann like saw Ijob 26, 132. 
6. xdp] acc. to some fanatic, ef. Is. 2, 6: ace. to 

others, cut off, ef. 1j. 15, 32. But the correct ex. 
planation is to take it as equivalent to sib», in a 
band, all of them, see Is. 31, 42. 

9. yom] may be hif*il, the x of the root quiescing, or, 
as others think qal*, the x being supplied by x. 

13. win] some say this is imperat. for imperf. ,,that 

ye may be ashamed“, ef. Gn. 42, 18. 

XIII. 10. ox] formed like mpyw yw. 119, 113. 
17. m3] either ssere compensates for the loss of 

(m3 for mx3)4, or 1 represents it (m3 for 7x3), or it 
may be an aramaic word, cf. 7 Is. 3, 26 (Targ). 

18. mwsip] formed like mbiny Ruth 3 5 ff. 
19. nbsn} the last radical is dropped: see Ley. 26, 34 

Fiz. 24, 12. 
21. axb] a subst., but in Is. 37, 3 it is infin. So my 

is a subst. c. 3, 15, but with 5, Ex. 2, 4 the inf. 
22. ippna] are cut off, destroyed, as Lam 26. 

23. m5] an adjective. 
25. pad] the regular form would be jn», but the 

gender is changed as Zekh. 14, i0. 

XIV. 4. oax] an adj. formed like nwo Is. 30, 9. 
14. oN23] a rare form for the more regular O°N33: so 
Este 1.5. 

1 He regards 77mm as a quadriliteral form like 7 
where the sense demands a mase. verb. It seems lat 
rather to be a strong hif‘il formation: ef. Ew. 122a. 2 So 
Qimehi (y 12>) & Rashi: either ,cry after thee in a crowd“, or 
call a crowd after thee“. 3 so Qimchi Rashi. + so Ew. 

186b. 62b. 73, m3 from mya like NOY 1 8. 1, 27 from 
ENV, through the intermediate aramaizing form TONY : 
ef. Ez. 20; 6 6 45; ; 
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18. -xybnn] adj., but’ subst. Dt. 29, 21. So pdibyn is 

adj. Is. 3, 4 and subst. 66, 4. 
“y7no] {from the aram. to go round: ef. anD anp Nu. 

11, 24 Ong. Ez. 40, 5 ete. 

XV. 4. myn (Q’ri)] from yn ’Est. 5, 9, by metathesis 
from myn: ef. mbpy and mpbdw. 

10. inbspy] with 1 added, or to denote the 384 pers — 

ae sense being »bdp» pbdpy 1 
lL. maw] == prmnp, as in aram.?: see Dan. 5, 12. 
12 yrn}| from wy. 2, 98, or as others think from 

yyn: ef. Dan. 2, 40. 
18. msi] adj., ers or subst., the sense being 

M33 IND IND. 
ax] an adj. formed from 219 by prefixing x. 

XVL 3. ond] an adj. like ona. 
#4, omyp] subst. like nino Ez. 26, 10+. 

5. np] mourning, as is proved by the words imme. 
diately following: others render joy (Am. 6, 7) 
comparing the parallel words 8a: in reality mm» 
resembles 33 and is applied like it sometimes to 
the cries of mourning sometimes to the shouts - 

of delight 5. 

1 Qimchi regards this word as a mixed form by 
means of which the writer expresses by a single word 
the sense of two, viz. bb» to curse, and mp to 

make light of: Mosheh on the other hand thinks that 
the apparently incompatible and \ point to a part. and 
impf. implicitly combined.. Cf. Ew. 118d. 250c¢. 2 so 
Dunash ,o I not release tig. from thy fetters ?“: but 
targ. Qimchi Rashi take it as = 4m Nw ,,will not thy 

end be prosperous“? comparing for the chireq 25, 34, and 
for the omission of 8 1.C. 12, 38. 3 so Chajjug (p. 56 
ed. Nutt.). + so Ew. 176c. % so Joseph Qimehi )w> 
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16. py] pi'el: when the distinctive dagesh was! 
dropped, » became entirely quiescent on account of the 
chireq which preceded it, as is customary in Hebrew. 
Others say it is: hif. for ox n? comparing man Ij. 
33, 45 oma ~Dan: 9,2. 

XVII. 1. menin] ace. to some for mmcn Ex. 32, 16: ef 
pwina and pm. ? 

3. “9n} the adj. of a3 jw >. 

mxoma mina] the sense is as if 4nxyna had come first 
se. Because of sin I will give to be spoiled all the 
high places which are in thy boundaries“ 

4. spin] imperf. qal. like bon. 
6. syny] the name of a tree: others interpret desolate, 

ef Gn 1D; 2 wy. I0Z, -18°. 
13. 1p] adj. those who turn aside from me“. 
16. myn] ace. to some inf. po el. 

XVII. 3. o 32x] in form like pny, the potter's wheel 

consisting of two stones. Ace. to others the word 

is derived from "32, s being prosthetic as IN D’DDN 

Hee, 41-0 pio; Is) 20. 11°. 

Sp moan. In Am. the traditional expl. is aa sunt 
autem convivia a laeto clamore dicta“ Ges. 1 Chajjug 44. 
2 Ew. 127a. 3 His meaning is made clear by Rashi: 77 
is as adj. meaning ,,one dwelling the mountains just as 
any 3,2 means sa5y2 awry. * so Qimchi, who adds Ez. 
39, 11 ‘Am. 5, 16 as parallel instances of trajection. % so 
LXX. ayovourvolxn tare. ae Rashi (Pm yy) Qimehi Ew. : 
and if the word conveyed the idea of poor tangwos (LXX. 
y. 102, 18) it might very well denote the humiles myricas 
Verg. Ecl. 4, 2: but see Ges. thes. 1073 who pertinently 
compares 48, 6 and Is. 17, 2. In yw. 102, 18 however it 
must in any case bear the meaning desolate. © He seems 
to explain this passage in the same way as Abulwalid (quoted . 
by Gesen. comm.) ,,in the multitude of his countries“. 
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. 11. 3°] to cut off, determine: cf. sia Nu. 16, 307. 

18. >] ace. to some instead of "ws, as Ezeq. 24, 19. | 

nwa] i.e. with slanderous language: similarly 

the scourge of the tongue, Ij. 5, 21. 
19. -2] an adj., belonging to the class in which the 

middle letter is ‘removed to the commencement: or 
it may be a subst., with » prefixed — a view con- 

firmed by the 5 of byp>2. 
23. npn] 1 of the root replaced by» 3. The accent is 

changed and thrown back upon the penultima in 
order that the word may not be confused with the 

24 pers. fem., cf. wm Dt. 32, 18. Others say that 

the » in these instances is paragogic. 
XIX. 2. moan] from the same root as won Lev. 11, 33: 

But others explain it to mean the east, from Don 

Jud. 14, 18 Jj. 9, 7. 

1 Respecting x2 it is interesting to compare the opinion 
of Ibn ‘Ezra. On Nu. 1. c he rejects the supposition that 
it expresses the creation of what was previously non - existent, 
remarking that as the earth had frequently before the time 
of Moses swallowed up men and cities, the destruction of 
Qorach and his company could not be said to be anything 
new. The only sense he will assign to it is that. of 
cutting, as Ez. 23, 47. His note on Gn. 1, 1 is to the 
same purpose. Urging, in reply to those who assert it denotes 
yND wo xsi the use of the word in vv. 21.28. Is. 45, 7, 
and noticing that it is sometimes found with 7 instead of 
x, as 2.8. 3, 35. 12, 17 he says its signification is “yb 
a1 Ssan ow, and refers to the passages 1 8. 2, 29 Josh. 
17, 15 Ez. 1. c. ? Had it been an adj. we should have rather 
expected ‘p ms than ‘p5: Qimchi on Is. 49, 25 similarly says 
> is added as in mip. On the first view given in the text, the 
word must be regarded as of the form °) *»> Ew. 164e. 
Riqmah p. 69, with the middle radical prefixed: see below, 
the note on yp Hz. 44, 18. 3% Ew. § 224c. The same 
expl. is given by Qimchi on 3, 6. | 
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3. m3>3n] nif. from 55g: regularly, the 5 would have 
dagesh; comp. however Zekh. 14, 12. 

Rd anpIn| 1. €. “oD Mpin, ef. 10, 20. 
9. 5252] from 51> 2 C. 7, 7. — the first and third Ar 

being doubled. 
10. »ybs] ace. to some the inf, as ry. 35, 15, from ybz 
on 32, 32. 

nin] probably an adj. like nwp 1S. 1, 15. 

ee 13. mre] qal, from rms to come down as in 
aram. 

- XXII. 3, Pwy] an adj. like pimn amp. . 
13. byp] a subst. like wn Is. Oe; 14 De a2 

the vowels are changed differently. 
a wal ef. ‘pwn Is. 20, 4. 

319] perf. like mx Gn. 44, 3. 
7 ae some explain it from ym 2 K. 4, 26, in the 
Sense of running to do violence: others from 

Is. 42, 4 pm here and yx there having the same 
signification to oppress1. 

18. mnx] treated by some as a subst. = monn brother- 
hood Zekh. 11, 142. 

20. »pys] for the form ef. Is. 44, 27. 

23. navy (Qri)] perf. po‘el like my Gn. 16, 11 Jud. 
13, 5. 7; or else a mixed form in qal, between the 

perf. and the part. act. rinpy is similarly a mixed 
form in pu‘al between the perf. and the participle. 

1 The sense oppression is given also by Qim. 
& Rashi, who compare 1 Sam. 12, 3: Is. 42 Mosheh 
understands similarly ,,he will not crush the poor‘: ef. y. 
72. 2 He solves the difficulty here by rendering mins 
(not ommn like MN) ,,0 brotherhood“ — o for the ties 

of near relationship which bound us together! 3 so Qimchi, 
who points out its force ,thou who hadst thy seat in 
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nin3| nif‘al: ef.. Ez. 22, 16. The full form would be 
" Hg Ja 

24. 43pnx] with 3 paragogie, as 5, 22 Dt. 32, 10!: but 
possibly the 3 is occasioned by disintegration from 
the dagesh in 3, and the form yn3753> (Dt. 1. ¢.) presents 
a combination of both the suffixes of the 3% person 
jn — and 33 —. 

28. ney] auvessel, Prob, 102. 

y1D3] part®pass. from yp3 51, 20—23. 
burn] from Sw: ef. wan Gn. 43, 18. 

PAK 6; INP] the suffix as Qoh. 4, 12. The shwa’ 

under “> is peculiar: impff. with pathach (Sy2») 
regularly change it to qamess before a suffix, but 
here there is shwa’ in order that in pronunciation 
the word may not be confounded with 3x7p. 

9. may] the suffix for ypby, as some think, comparing 
10, 20. 

12. inp] nif. from mins, ace. to some, who explain y. 

36, 13 in the same way comparing it with Gn. 49, 
23: but it may likewise be qal from m3, the qamess 
which would appear regularly under 4 being exchanged 
for pathach on account of the guttural, as in wnm 
Ij. 31, 5: ona however (Ps. 1. ¢.) with the accent on 
the ultima is puwal from ans, cf. Ij. 33, 21. 

14. sayy] , what is unclean and loathsome“, 29, 17°, 

19. Ssinny] either as y. 48, 7 ete. twisting itself 
round, or like ‘4m which immediately follows, 
resting upon. 

Lebanon of old. and hast it there. still“. Cf Ew. 211b. 
188b. anm: smndy is to mn by Gn. Lc. as MN to the more 
usual form Tx. + See Ew. “250b. ec, 2 see on this root Hupf. 
to yw. 16; 4. 3 LXX. gow. + LXX. ovotgeqouen, targ. 
‘wirwy. Cf. Ijoh. 15, 20. 
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22. own] i like C9 in arabic}. 
24, xb] a transitive adj. ef. Is. 6,12. 
29. wy] formed like ppd, Sw yw. 74, 6. 
XXYV. 3. oows] may be inf., 7 being interchanged with 

N, as is the manner with the letters sim. 
12. mxbp] ef. Jud. 8,1 Ez. 33, 12 (2) Pr. 8, 13; it is pro- 

nounced as if it were derived from a verb 7%, but 

written as if it were a mixed form, at once x”> and 

n>: but R. Jehudah Chajjig explains it in a different 
manner *. 

15. yn] with the art., as Josh.~3, 14. 
27. yp] the last radical quiesces, as in ym Gn. 42, 18: 

or it may be from NP like anv? Josh. 24, 14 ete., 
except that here » is dropped in writing, while in 
wp it is only dropped in pronunciation 4. 

34. pymyipn] a mixed form — partly a subst. and 
partly perf. hif.: or it may be simply a subst. 
with orm — instead of orm — [from 7yian].® 

XXVII. 8. *»n] transitive ®: the » indicates the subject 
as though the writer had said oy ney “ty. 

18. xa] inf. as Is. 21, 14, but with 1 paragogic: or 
it may be ee qal7 (like mx 1S. 14, 29 of the 
form ‘yp, di) instead of the imperf. 

1 Ew. 348a: see Wright's arab. gr. ii § 187. ? Qimchi 
adds Ex. 40, 34. 3 Nutt’s Chajjug p. 84. * Cf. Chajjug. 
He means to say it either comes from ">, or is properly 

ip (for aN 2p) from NYP just as INT? is fon n>. only that 
. has been ee in writing as well as in pronunciation. 
5 so Qimchi who accounts for the first cholem by attraction from 
the second: ef. Ex. 15, 4 (shureq): and for the chireq refers 
to his expl. of nv $5,11.¢ palthough the root is cake 
because the inf. is like a noun“ Qimchi. 7 So Qimchi: 

his note on 23, 14 and Ew. § 337b. Comp. also Ez. 3 
3 and § 322a. : 
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20. ambya] inf. hif; ef. Ex. 13, 21. 
XXIX. 8, op>ny] an adj., cf. 2 C. 28, 23, and similarly 

the subst. ordm» Zekh. 3, 7, ef. Is. 41, 7. Others 
comparing c. 9, 2 take it as part. hif. with » deficient. 

23. ay] an adj. as 1S. 12.5: it cannot be interpreted as 
‘in the phrase 7y1 phy>, because it is pointed with 
ssere, not segol. 

XXX. 10. jinw] a verb, and therefore with pathach : 
but Is. 33, 20 an adj., and consequently with qamess 
like y3yn and >5px. Thus 3 dbax w. 6, 3 = smbdinee: 
ef. 2x oNw3 Hez. 9, 81. ° 

12. sraw>] 5 added as 1 O. 3, 2. 
16. ;oxw] ace. to some from poy, x replacing the 

double letter : ef. Ij. 7, 5: or it may stand for} of prolon- 
gation? in the partie. from now, cf. 1 Sam. 23, 1. 

23. 973N8] either to sojourn, as Gn. 203. or to be 
terrible Nu. 22, 3. 

XXXI. 2. pd5] ace. to some, perf. qal (of the form 
by): ef. Is. 37, 19. 

5. $5m] from 55m 1 Ki. 1, 40, ef. Dt. 20,63: but others 
think it alludes to their profaning. — for the sake 

*The same distinction is drawn by Qimchi: and Ibn 
‘Ezra on w. 6, 3 quotes with approbation the opinion of 
Mosheh hakkohen (Gegatilia) that the pathach is a proof 
that this form is a verb (pu‘lal), comparing for the constr. 
Ez. 9, 8 Lam. 3, 1 Is. 38 5, to which might be added 
28, 16. 29, 14. 2 as Qimchi: » for 7 as FDx’ from *pD». 
We may however with Gesenius Lg. p. 373 regard it as an 
aramaic form from opw: the same explanation will then 
suffice for Tj. 7, 5 Ps. 58, 8: see Ew. 114b. 3 He 
explains 55m as Ibn Ezra on Dt. from the custom of 
Singing and playing (cf. Is. 16, 10) during the vintage. 

2 
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of making money — the fruit of the fourth year 

which was sacred to Jahveh Lev. 19, 24. 

7.. yon] like yn Ez. 16, 2: the perf. would have had 

chireq instead of pathach. 

12. maxs] inf. qal, like mans. 

13. bingy] root Sn, as is shewn by Jud. 21, 21. ; 

15. noon] on the heights?; or it is the name of a 

place. ) 

=22] said by some to be intrans.%. 

19. mw] my turning away, like AaWw», ace. to some. 

22. pponnn] ef. pon Cant. 5, 6 pron % 2 — because 

people walk by means of their thighs *: ef. pw with 

the verb in Joel 2, 9. | | 

32. nna me, et. Pr. 19, Tt: 

mdya] some take this as = ombys: but the ordinary 

meaning of the word is the correct one*. 

35. yyn] for the pathach see Is. 4? 5 Ps. 94, 9, and 

without a guttural Dt. 32, 28. Translate, ,,who 

quieteth the sea when its billows rage®: but ace. to 

others it is to be explained from y 35, 20°. | 

39. son]— npn, which the targ. renders by 203: ef. Ez. 

41, 7 Num. 34, 4: in all these cases the verb is qal. 

XXXII. 2. ser] from ww 3, 5 — 3 disappearing. 

23. apm] = mp, both roots having the same signifi- 

cation: so 13, 22. 

i Te. pone xody ona xop. 2 piel 227 37, Qim. 
3 3)9D sy, Qimchi: but another expl. is ,,thou will hide 

thyself from me through shame for thy evil ways": see 

Rashi here and on Cant. 5, 6.- * ef. Ges. in thes. 223. 

5 where the rabbins interpret »yx of the. clefts in the 

earth in which they hide themselves, comparing ya" Hot, 2 

So here Qimchi refers it to the passage of the Red Sea 

when God o yp yw. 78, 13. 
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30. n»nny3D] the subst. is mys, like moma Qohélet 

1 a dees Bee Pee | : 

XXXIIT. 24. *»y mx] ace. to some mx denotes the sub 
ject of the verb.1, as 1S. 17, 34, yx» being for 
DIENY. | 

26, apy] Some? say Ja‘aqdb stands here for ymnx, as 
1 Ki. 2, 28 orbwax for sybw: there are séveral similar 

cases mentioned in the book Riqmah °. 

"XXXIV. 14. ppp] ie. 7 years from the beginning 
‘of the period, as Dt. 15, 1: for everything has two 
,ends“, one where it begins and one where it breaks off. 

XXXVI. 32. mam] the suffix as Gn. 16, 7. 

XXXVI. 10. 5x2] 2 is perhaps for » as Lev. 8, 32 

XXXVIII. 12. x52] like mba v. 11 with x for >: ef 
Hos. 11,7, 

myx] as Ez. 41, 8. 
14. s129] i. e. the middle court: ef. Ez. 47, 16. 
LD; DNs"; as Ex. 9; 29 Gn: 6, 13 4. 

* 80 Q.. ef’ 2K. 6, 5 and Ew. 277d. 2 as all vss. 
except targum. * Dt. 33, 7 is added by Qimchi: sp 
there does not agree with what follows, and he accordingly 
says that we must read pyou>. — The reference to Riqmah 
is to ec: 28, which treats of cases where one word is put 
for another: in 2 8. 25, 11 for example R. Jonah thinks 
the writer must have intended 3» although he used the 

‘eword ‘9°. Other instances are Ex. 21, 8 oyd for yond, 
Zekh. 4, 12 a5 for jown Ex. 32, 20 sw for 4m 
(because the root ‘yw cannot be used of gold) Zekh. 11, 13 
“3m for Winn etc. * where Rashi adds 1 K. 15, 23: but 
Ibn Ezra says it may = dy, or may be explained thus 
»l destroy them (and I destroy) the earth“, — which he 
prefers. 

On 
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21. yxp] adj. in lieu of the partic.: cf. Qoh. 4, 2. 
22. s\mD-] there are two roots mp and no’; or perhaps 

it is sufficient to assume mp alone, the dagesh being 
originally added in inom to destroy the quiescent 
vowel, and retained even with the suffix 7 ef, Mp: 
Is. 36, 18 oxby Nu. 14, 27. 

XXXIX. 4. omen) with the sign of the dual after m — 

as Ez, 27, 5. 
7. onwn3] with the sign of the dual sifter nh —, as. 

Calis Ohh. ds oOo ole: 
XL. 1. ox] the s quiescent in qamess, as v. 4 Jud. 

9, 41: or it may be pleonastic, cf y. 149, 8. 
XLI. 17. ma] formed from 1 like my y. 81, 6. 

XLII. 10. aw] > deficient, as in b> Ij.-42,.2?: it is on 
the contrary added in aw 2 8. 15, 3%. 

XLII. 10. py] his tent*: the last radical is doubled 
as in 730. By means of this word some explain 
Tj. 26, 13. | 

MEly. 16. aN) the suiix of the 1 pers ply asm 
oD win and wSy: but except in these three cases 
13 — with dagesh indicates the 34 pers. sing, and 

only without it, the 1* pers. plur. 
17. nob] == maby?, and therefore without x (MDN0). 

1 i, e. mOM became mrOMm, and the dagesh was kept 
even when it might have seemed to be no longer neces- 
sary: for yom they wrote “om. 2 so Qimchi. Cf. Nutt's 
Chajjug p. 31. 3 where Qimchi’s expl. is very forced: and 
the Ktib 2 suggests naturally the correction 2w7 (Thenius. 
after LXX), especially when the corrupt and generally 
untrustworthy character of the masoretic text of the books of 
Samuel is kept in mind. + ,,s0 called ppyd> Gn. 49, 21“. 
Qimchi. 2 he means apparently , the empire of heaven, 
i. e. the stars: the other deriv. is given by Qi., who explains 
it also of the stars, the work of God: ef. Gn. 2, 2. 
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18. on] 3, as Is. 23, 11, represents the dagesh 

forte which properly belongs to » — the word thus 
referring to the men who are already dead: but 
others maintain that it is for on the double letter 
disappearing, as is frequently the case in verbs y’y 
on account of the two identical sounds coalescing: 
ef. Ij. 29, 21 Ez. 22,16 Nu. 14, 45: this explanation 
however is far-fetched, because the accent is on 
the penultima in yen, and the voice dwells ‘on the 
syllable between the two Mems. Others think there 
are two roots, on as well as oon: ef. Is. 33, 1. 

19. nagynd] with 7 paragogic, ,to provoke, se. God“: 
or with: nrappiq omitted, ,,to delight the idol‘ — 
the prophet using asy to denote joy. Others say 
that it is the name of the idolatrous worship?, ef. 

oazy Hos. 8, 4 ete. 

21. wp] a subst., ef. 5, 13 Dt. 32, 35. 

23. mxip] for axnp, cf. Ex. 5, 16 Is. 60, 18: so Ez. 46, 

17 Lev. 25, 21. 25. 26, 34 Ez. 24, 12, where of the 
root is dropped [mwy for nnwy], and n is the sign 
of the femin., but in mmwy the nm is radical and 

represents 7. 

XLVI. 8 =byx] qal, ef. Ij. 32, 17: but ace. to others 

hif‘il, with the object *n left out. 

Tyas] with. , cf. 1. Sam. 15, 6. -. 

15. »nD3] sg. with plur. subject: cf. Pr. 28, 1%. 
16. byn>] ace. to some a subst.: like Jon. 1, 6 Gn. 

23; 16.° } 

1 Cf. his note on Ez. 8, 14. Qimchi likewise renders 
mnpws. 2 tare. amy. 3 LXX. dia a purer 6 ‘Anis; 
6 poozos oO étxhextos cov ovx tuewey. — By the sing., says 

_Qimchi, he means to denote PY AN yO INN INN 5D. 
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mrvn] that sweepeth away, from my» Lev. 25, 14?: 
but others take the word in its ordinary meaning 
dove, thinking Nebukhadnessar is so addressed be- 
cause of the rapidity of his advance. 

17. sxw] an adj., but in “Am. 2, 2 it is a subst. 

20. syana’] fem. from mpm (like om, mD12) an adj. 

formed by the reduplication of the two last radicals, 
the 24 » standing for the original 7, and the > of. 
prolongation being merged in the dagesh?. But the 
mase. may also be ‘pnd’, in which case the » would 
be patronymic, as in may amy murby: ef. ay 

‘ from %3y Is. 10, .30 ete. 
yup] cutting one destruction, Ij. 33,°6. 
S x3] the first is the partic: the second the perf.: but 

others think the second ws is for =33, cf. Ez. 36, 5. 

23. ina] if > be pronounced with metheg it may be 
imp. piel: or it may even be perf. qal*+ although the 
words » ox; follow, for sometimes the perf. is found 
so: see, for example, 48, 15. | 

XLVII. 3. noyw] trampling: or noise clamour, 
in accordance with the context. 

1 so Qimchi. ee an ae “ELA yvixng , targ. “SMD 

Myo. CE Riqmah c. 22 pp. 69, 146. where May AADIN 
are said to arise by ae out of A73y just es 
mbm from m3a5m the long vowel being , swallowed up “ 
dagesh. The meaning above apparently is that the ee 
from D7 (with primitive °) would be > Dn5» (ef. may): 
as the voice dwelt on the penultimate it would become 
rag mee and this in conformity with the general rule would 
be written mpm. Cf. mrp where, as Ibn Ganach says, the 
quiescent vowel which is under 5 in Mind is merged in 
dagesh. 3 LXX. dev ev aityy. Else we may say with 
long Qimchi it is doubled psyn sind. + explained in the 
same way by Qimchi, who likewise refers to 48, 15. 
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6. wpwn] the > must be paragogic as 3, 6. 

XLVUL 2. tn] hithpo‘el, with dagesh in. 4 on 

account of the absorption of nm, and in » because of 

the double » in the root: ef. Ez. 10, 151: but it is 

better to treat it as nif‘al with 1 written full, like 

“Tg, 24, 8 and in the perf. 34, 4: the latter expla- 

nation is the easiest because it is unlikely that 

hithpo‘el would be written defectively with only a 

single 1. 

4. aypys] == obra as Zekh. 13, 77. 

7. qnva] inf. although pointed with chireq: see 49, 21. 

9. px] a wing; ef. Lev. 11, 9 where for 7530 (a fin) 

‘Ongelos has xs. 

sgn xv3] both from ny3 Lam. 4, 15: ssn without dagesh 

like »wn Dt. 32, 18 1m Gn. 25, 29. 

12. sys] == pon to empty ® from the sense of the 

words which follow: some explain. it from Is. 51, 

14, only here it is transitive *. 

13. oma») originally the » was pointed with pathach, 

on account of the guttural, but when n received 

qamess, it was exchanged for segol, as is usual when 

pathach comes to precede qamess: accordingly we 

find snemin Hez. 5, 13 sine Nu. 8, fe 

15. mbdy] se. sdym (as subject), i. e. the enemy. 

1 where cf. his note. 2 where tg. has 333m, which 

suggests the expl. of ‘s ,,those in the second rank next to 

the princes — the inferior nobles“ (Rashi): but Qimehi 

thinks they are so called °§33 775 by by way of depre- 

ciation. Ew. follows the LXX: sis Zoyoge. 3 as Rashi. 

4 i. eas Qimehi to disturb, move with violence from one 

place to another: in Is. 68, 1 oan bod. yuo. LXX 

xhivovtes:. see Gesen. thes. TG 
. 
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19. eben] m paragogic, because the word is an adj. 
masc¢?: or it is 34 se. fem. perf.: — ,o ask of 
him that fleeth Hath the city escaped 2 

29. mx1] adj., formed like my 2S. 15, 37 ete. from MIN}. 
31. ma] sc, o25.- 
34. nbiy] st.constr., cf. Is. 14,7: it means the calves 

of Mo’ ab2. 
37, ms] formed like mya Dt. 32, 8: by must be 

understood in the first half of the verse. 
39. wi2] may be either perf. qal like ww Gn. 44, 3. or 

an adj. like a, which occurs in the plural Ez. 32, 30. 

XLIX. 3. miwewnr] the only instance of nm retaining its 
place: before w in hithpa‘el 3. 

@. amps] ace. to some in the same sense as Ex. yA a 
1S poured away, lost‘4. 

8. yay wen] both perf. for imper., as in nif. Joel 
4, 11 ¢. 50, 5: but some take them as the perf.® in 
its ordinary sense, explaining the passage thus: — 
When one says to them Flee, they are turned, &e. 

10. m2n3] inf.; ef. Zekh. 14, 5 ono37. : 
11. invan] with one® of the marks of the fem. in the 
pt. ch liz, 31, 7 Ij, 19, 15. 

16. ynzbpn] for the form ef. Jud. 4, 9. 

1 Ew. 173h. 172¢. Ace. to Qimchi it is mil‘el and 
perf. nif’al, —"rmbn) wwe. 2 Acc. to Qimehi for 
md3y: he compares Pr. 24, 9 Is. 35, 2 Lam. 2, 18. 
3 ,,to avoid the repetition of the T-sound“ Ew, 18 b. 
* Qimchi 74DD3 i. e. corrupt, fetid. 5 ag Qimchi, 
following his father. © Imp. hof. ace. to Ew. 226 a, who 
compares Ez. 32, 19: in comm. however he suggests WDM: 
ef. v. 24. 46, 5. 21. 47, 3. 7 which, with targ. LXX, he 
derives from oMpD pointing DMD? (inf. abs.) & Comp. above, 
on-2, 19. 

* 
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19. mya] ace. to some, a subst., like may>x (n. pr.) 
Josh. 19, 29 14, 

sy] with dagesh added, as Ij. 9, 34. 13, 21. 
24. pon] ace. to some for mn Hos. 13, 1. 

25. nay] as Neh. 3, 8 to strengthen, restore, ef. 
in the talmfid maxyy pavement or ceiling: ace. to 
others, as Ex. 23, 5, to help: or in its ordinary sense 2 

,how have they not left her so as not to destroy 

her !“ 

monn] either the st. abs. as Ex. 15, 2 w. 16, 6, or the 
St. c. before *wiwn, as 46, 9. 

viwy] the > is paragogie. 

L. 5. nbn} instead of nba as Jo’el 4, 113: but others 
say it is impf. qal, for m3, the second } replacing - 
= of the root, as in Innw. 

Ll. nwa] ie. ANwt+, as‘some think, comparing Qoh. 

10, 5, — if it be written with s: but if this be for 
=, such a supposition is not needed, as the word is 
then part. fem. from wit:1 C. 21, 205. 

ryan] 1.e. horses: ef. 8, 16. 
21. paxn] ef. Josh. 3, 17. 

* He explains it like yy. 18, 7 (targ. join -LXX. 
tayv), cf Pr. 12, 19 where Rashi has yyq wyy> and 
where the idea of suddenness, quickness is expressed 
by LXX. targ. (reading sy) poets tayvg ITIMDD NID, 
Others treat it as verb, either as Qimchi ,,when I give rest 
to Israel, I will &c.“, or as the moderns (cf. Ewald to 
Prov. 1. ¢.) ,,in the twinkling of an eye“. 2 as Qimchi and 
targ. % as Qimchi: or with Jonathan we may treat the two 
verbs as perff. in fut. sense pHDin pny. + ,,feeding always 
on the tender grass“, Q. ° or a stalled ox (targ.) i. e. 
one that does no work but is fed on mw. 
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27n] from 27m 47, 6 and similarly v. 27. 

24. mann) for the form 1 K. 14, 2. 

26. inn] explained by some, slay Mi. 5, 5: MpaND 

would then be an adj. stalled (cattle), agreeing 

with ox. understood }. 
bp] make her level, as in nbn». 
‘ppsy] nowy in the sing.: ef. vy. 38 ows from mes and | 

Pen sn 10 ; 
29. yw] as 1S. 15, 4 (piel) [= evocare]?, om 

having the same sense as Gn. 49, 233, or being a 

trans. adj. 
31. ym] adj., as v. 32. 
34. poan] inf. like rain, and so frequently. 
37. aay] as y. 106, 35, a mixed people [i. e. foreigners] 

or as Ez. 27, 27 i. e. the merchants *. 

LI. 3. q77] this word must be repeated (as in the k’tib) 
in order to give the sense, which is as follows: — 

He who used to be drawing his bow — let others 

now draw their bows upon him“ and similarly with 

bom: .he that used to éxalt himself with his breast- 

plate — let others now exalt themselves against-him*. 

9. NDI] 8 for °, mT having the same signification as 

xpi: or the word is written like a verb x”> and 
pronounced like a verb, 7'55. 

11. s725] from 726: others think it stands for aNn 

,»give wings to“ Is. 40, 31 ef. Ij. 32, 11. 

1 Rashi open her gates“ (following Jonathan): so in Mi. 

he gives gates for ‘5. Qimchi ,,open her granaries“: in Mi. 

her swords, comparing yw. 55, 22 (ace. to the older intpp.). 

2 Qimchi ,== DN because the people are assembled 

bp nyowh 7 by, 3 and Jj. 16, 13. .* Both explanations 

are also given by Qimchi. * Cf. Qimchi ‘Nm Sy95 SAS 

‘aq oyaa xpn. © polish, sharpen: targ. 13¥/: so Qimchi Rashi. 
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13. nox] i.e. mph : 
25. mynuwon] may be either adj. or subst, 

27. aD] adj.? ef Tj. 4, 15: some say it means black. 

29. brn] from 5n. 
30. mnw3] was dried up, as Is, 19, 5: bn others, 

become effeminate, from ow3 which immediately 

follows: -ef. 50, 37. 

56. snnn] with chireq for shureq: ef. Is. 48, 8: 

58. aypsynn syny] either from wy y. 137, 74, or from 

-. Fy as im vy. 

LIL. 13. ma] st. abs. for Soon man: cf. Is. 21, 11: or 

it may be st. ¢. Po aaa every house of a great 

man. 
21. 2103] ace.-to some, nif‘al, from 22, with shureq for 

chélem: cf. Ex. 14, 3, and in the talmud, 22 cloaca, 

fossa °. 

1 Explained by Qimehi: acc. to the measure of thy 

greed upon Jerusalem will God now repay thee“. ? i. e. 

0gI0T- QE : ef. Rashi here and on y. 119, 120. Targ. has 

in each of the three places sandse burnt. 3 EFouvad y 

moony ef. Ges. 921b. * Qimchi from sy, Is..23, 13 Hab. 

3, 8 to tear or root up. Rashi gives the meaning n75n 

comparing yy. 137, where however wy rather belongs to 

may (ef. Ibn ‘Ezra’s note) , although if it were regarded as. 

Doe from sy, the irregularity in the tone would disappear. 

5 So Qimchi: ef. Ges. 840b. 

wmnnrnnarnonrorrrne> 
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j ae Ese hog pwbys] it is not stated from what date the 

years are reckoned, but the Targum gives the cor- 
rect explanation ,from the time when Hilqijah found 
the book of the law“. Others think the prophet was 
30 years old when he began to prophesy: ef. 2 S. 
15, 7 where 40 years refers to the age of ’Ab- 
shalom. | 

2. mba] st. constr.: the abs. state is formed like rn 
18-22 mids Gn! 3D.8. : 

. (1. oss] sparkling, formed like oxyS Hos. 7, 5 
from yp Is. 1, 31. 

bb] adj. —- nny polished, the meaning of the root 
being to rub bright so as to remove the rust. 

14. nxn] the correct explanation is to treat » as para- 
gogic, as Josh. 10, 24 Is. 28, 12 — } being the third 
radical, and not 1 of prolongation which is not found 
in the inf. with quiescent from verbs 7”5: see for 
exammpie 1) 3. 1 Ki 8, 131. 

27. ma] the st: c. although followed by 5: ef. 10, 3, 

and similarly before 2 Jud. 8, 11 and yp e. 13, 2. 

1 Qimchi takes it from -35 (x for 5) -in ‘the sense 
of y7 comparing y. 50, 18 where yuni= yum. (Cf Ew. 
§ 16la, and on Jer. 8, 6). 
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Il. 2. nx] = Fu Some one, as Josh. 2, 41. 
3279] hithpa‘el. 
6. °2] ace. to some although, as: Ex. 34, 92 manp 

is similar in meaning to pndp. | 
8. "»] first time adj., second time subst. 
10. op] mase. pl. from a fem. sing. as Zekh. 14, 10. 

man] as Is. 38, 14. 

1 where acc. to some the suffix in \353m refers’ to nx. 
See Ges. thes. 169b. 2 After negative clauses as Gn. 
8, 21 Ex. 13, 17 (whether expressed or implied) °> may be 
rendered either because or although — the former 
simply stating the reason why the action might have been 
performed, the latter bringing the reason into strong pro-. 
minence as against its actual non-performance: the former 
is consequently a far weaker expression than the latter 
and not generally employed in English. E. g. ,,I will no 
more destroy them because they are wicked“ — here 
because is to be closely connected with destr Oy 108 
which it gives the motive: in Greek otxé &€olodgevoo 
autos OS Mov7Q0Ug ortas (ao == On the ground that 
they are wicked): if on the other hand ‘> be translated 
although, a contrast is- drawn with the whole of the 
preceding clause, I will not destroy: in Greek xaineg 
novygovs orvtag Where the emphatie xaineg lays stress on the 
opposition to otxém and indicates that notwithstanding the 
strength of the motives which existed for destruction he 
would nevertheless not destroy. Cf. y. 140, 9 where the 
same principle holds good: wi belongs closely to pan, 
and the influence of 5x extends over both: if in ane 
lating we wish to make i") independent of the negative 
we must render ,,lest they become proud“ just as in the 
similar case °> is rendered although. Cf. Ew. 351b. 
In Ex. 34, 9, however, there appears no adequate ground 
to depart from the meaning because: comp. Ibn ‘Ezra, 
and w. 41, 5. Cf. Thuk. 2, 49, 1, where, if this double- 
sideduess of negative clauses be borne in mind, it will be 

. seen that there is no reason to alter the Ms. reading devregas. 
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’m] from the same root. as *nym3 Dan. 8, 27, formed 
like. >> is. 3) 24.45 15.37, 11% | 

III. 6. -ppy] from pay, like pin v. 7: or pay like ‘a> - 

and snyw Is. 24, 7: sometimes the st. c. of the latter 

form resembles -xDn y. 4Q, 15. 70, 3 [and 35, 27]. 
x5 ox] = non: on must be understood twice, as though 

the writer had said ‘» om>s on xbn: according to 
another opinion however it = x2. 

15. ow] adj. cf. Dan. 10, 11. 
IV. 2. o>] ,,surround her with the likeness of princes 

fighting“, like Jer. 1, 15: similarly Is. 16, 1 75 
is interpreted by some as equivalent in meaning to 
the parallel pax byp. Others think on> = rams, 
i. e. figures resembling rams made of iron in order to 
batter down the walls of a city. 

8. 771%D] with shureq:.cf. Gn. 37, 1. 
12. sy3yn] ace. to some dagesh is deficient in 3, the 

sense being ,,thou shalt turn (my) it, the cake, before 

their eyes 3‘: while Mi. 7, 10 is an instance of the 
contrary, for there dagesh is added. But perhaps 
it is like Zekh. 1, 17, 34 pl. fem. +, and alludes to 
the women whose duty it was to bake the cakes. 

V. 6. myw] inf, like nanx, ANy, mnow (Jud. 16, 23). 

7. poo) [from jor >], cf. Num. 15, 19: or the qamess 

1 Ibn “Ezra on Dan. 2, 1: — ,,a word indicating 
perplexity wiayw.“ 7? So Ew.: but it seems best with 
Qimchi & Rashi to take x> ON to denote as elsewhere an 
oath or strong asseveration ,,surely had I sent thee to 
them they would be listening to thee“ % as Jonathan. 
4 as Qimchi. ®* = to be numerous, Qimchi. With the 

last view in the text comp. Ew. 239a. esp. Hos. 8, 5. — 
In the Ms. part of the note on v. 7. has become misplaced 
and follows the note on v. 16. See Béttcher, Aehrenl. ‘ad loc. 
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chatfiph may indicate that it is a subst. pon, with 9 
defective , from mn: or it is an‘infin. with 4 added, 
as many think: cf. 1 K. 6, 19 Est. 8, 6 and from a 
verb 7"5 as here y. 85, 4. : 

16. menu] a subst., or inf. like 17, 9 Num. 10, 2. 

VI. 3. nyxa] from x93 Dt. 3, 29, the » being added as Dan. 
8, 22, or to indicate the fem. Others explain the form 
by metathesis from nis, with ssere for shwa: while 
others again say the > is for x and the s for >, in — 
accordance with the interchange common with these 
letters and with 3. 

7. Spy] ace. to some nif. from 5p, like 5m $5p3 28 23: 
ef. x: 21, 22, 

8. pons] inf. with » added because it resembles a 
fem. pl.: the only other similar instance is 16, 31. 

9. wwips] it is plausible that this may be derived from 
pp 16, 47 little: — ,in consideration of the great 
number of the abominations they have committed, 
it will be said that the evils happening to them are 
but a part“, ie. few. 

M72w3] nif. with transitive force: cf. Nu. 31, 3 Is. 44, 

21 and for the seuse Ley. 26, 41: or it may be in- 
transitive , o25 nx having the force of o2by or onda4. 

12. 133] ace. to some, nif‘al with shureq for cholem, 
as Bx..14. 13<Jer. 52, 21 2. 

1 All interpreters as well as the targum regard ‘3 as 
== Maw which is impossible because nif‘*al is never transi- 
tive“, Qimchi, who proceeds then to adopt the second opinion 
given in the text. 2 He derives it from yy, as targ. dy. 
NOx cDqDa: Is. 1, 8 may be taken in the same way. Or 
we may derive it from 7x3 in the sense of jyyw blockaded: 
both explanations are given by Qimchi. 
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VIL 6. spn ypn] Two roots with the same meaning! 
end: but others take ppn as 2K. 4, 31 to awake. 

7. mex] Is. 28, 5, a crown or chaplet?, from 75x 

to turn round Jud. 7, 3 where however others think 
it means to do early in the morning, so that. 
sya: would = morning, ef. orn xa v. 7. 10.-12. 

In my opinion ‘x denotes the revolution of a body 
in tlie heavens, as though he meant to say that when 
the star that consummated their misfortune returned 
to its starting-point, their prosperity would cease 
and give way to humiliation. 

7. <m] there will be no strength in them, ef. 17 Zekh. 
10, 3: but some, comparing 177, think it to be a word 

of exhortation addressed to a fugitive, urging him to 
flee to the mountains: while I should derive it from 775 
interpreting the meaning as follows: — ,,The evil 
which is coming upon you is heavier than if one 
were to take up the weight of mountains“: for men 
carrying a burden are accustomed when it is very 
heavy to sing 37 77m in order that their mind may 
be occupied with what they are saying, and not feel 
the pain caused by its weight’. 

11. onpnp] The right derivation of this word is from 

mon, so that it is equivalent to onpnp. 

1 i. e. psp and pip: Qimchi says pp P3yo yp. 
2 ij, e. the kingdom: as Jonathan explains. ° cf. Jon. 
wTD oTZ HD Nopnvnd md: the second view in the text 
is that of Ra.: no herald-shouting 4m (cf. Jer. 51, 14), 
will call you to escape to the mountains. Upon the 34 
view, we must render ,,the day of trouble, and not (i. e. 

heavier than) the neight of, ete.“ Qimchi: and not (like) 
an echo among mountains, i. e. more real than a mere 
echo? 
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m3] said by some to be from the same root as o>) 
27, 32: but this is incorrect because #13 is a verb 1"p 
and the 5 is sounded in speaking so that it cannot 
again become quiescent: but in om3 it does not be- 
long to the root but is part of the suffix, as is 
proved by the segol. o73 is from »3 like >" 3, 10: but 
m3 is formed like m3. Its meaning is determined by 
the context. 

13. xd (first time)] 'the force of xd is continued into 
the next clause. : 

yi] another thing is that their soul+ (i. e. they them- 
selves) will not be alive — the last half of ‘the verse 
explaining the first. Others interpret "3 ty thus 
,»although they live many years the seller 
will never return to his merchandise, for they are 
in exile and will never come back: nor will any for 
his sin, the sin of his own soul, be able to strengthen 
himself ?, or ,,for their sin they will not strengthen 
themselves in their life‘ — 2 in inya extending its 
force over inn. 

14. yypn] the name of the trumpet. 
20. ‘3) °a3)] the sanctuary, which was their glory : see v. 24. 
*oby1] 1 is redundant. 
22. °22¥ = wip wip, the holy of holies, 
24. 15n3] contracted for sn nif. from 55m, as frequently 

is the case with this root, cf. 22, 16. 25, 3 like sn3 
y. 69, 4. Others treat it as nif. from Sn, the dagesh 
which ought properly to be in n being omitted on 
account of its being a guttural. 

* ef. Tj. 36, 14. 33, 28. 2 So Qimchi, who compares 
Lev. 25, 10: God’s anger is upon them and they shall no 
longer as formerly return in the jubilee-year each to his 
own possession: for they shall be in captivity. 

3 
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orwipp] their temples that they have provided for 

themselves: a subst. from ysp» formed like syns Is. 

49, 7 spo Qoh. 10, 18: some think 7 is without 

dagesh in order to indicate that there will be no 

holiness there, but others consider it to be the partic. 

pl. — without dagesh like Is. 62, 9 ef. I). pay ase 

25. s1pp] cutting off, destruction, Is. 38, 12. 

VIII. 3. mys] = syip Cant. 5, 12 long hair, cf. Num. 

15, 38. Some explain similarly Cant. 2, 9 psp = 

,shewing the hairs of his head“. 

typ] figure, likeness: and the reason why he calls 

the idol nx3pn Syp, is because it made God jealous 
as he further explains, see Dt. 32, 16. 

6. mpm] with qamess (4) under 4 as “Am. 2, 4 on 

account of the guttural: else it would be like nap 

Bx 30.77. 
10. npny] from spn as Jj. 13, 27. 

11. any] a thick large cloud of smoke, ef. 35, 15. 

14. moa] acc. to some trans., Tammuz being the 

same as Modlokh, but acc. to others, intrans. as 

Jer. 31, 15, Tammuz being derived from the same 

root as xpd Dan. 3, 19, and the meaning being that 

they were weeping for their sons whom they caused 

to pass through the fire to Mélokh: but this expla- 

nation is incorrect because » in Nv is not radical. 

Others think Tammuz to be the name of a month? — 

that namely in which the sun begins to diminish in 

power, — or they explain M235 as = minow making 

1 The gamess chateph ANP —ND> says Qimchi: else 

it would be shwa’ Ex. 30,18. 2 as in aram., corresponding 

to July. Comp. Chwolson’s monograph, Ueber Tammuz. 
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him glad or mnow rejoicing over Tammuz 
(cf. maxy> Jer. 44, 19) supposing the meaning to be 
that a festival was held when the month Tammuz 
came round, for then the sun was at the highest 
point of his course. It ought however to be remem- 
bered that it is said in one of the books on philosophy 
that the man who first taught the worship of the sun 
was named Tammuz, that the month in which the 
sun reached the highest point of his course was called 
after him, and that after his death a day was appointed 
to be kept once a year in his honour; ef. Jud. 11, 40. 

16. an nny] a mixed form between the part. and the 
perf. intended to express at once the sense of both 1. 

17. 5ps] nif. and intrans., ef. op w. 22, 15 and in the 
Perl Ck: be, 

ma] crepitus ventris: but others compare yx 
a sprig. 

ODD)s] a tiqqtin sdferim2, or correction for ‘DN as 
Tj. 7, 20 Mal. 1, 13, y and mx for py and omx 

TX. 1. miapp] = 'D -w3x i. e. the men appointed against - 
the city to destroy it.1n9p is imp. pi. like Is. 41, 21 

(cf. in sing. ¢. 37, 17) and is addressed to the agents 
of destruction, that they should move on quickly: 
for the same reason he says 513 Sp and each at 
once took his implement of destruction in his hand. 

' Qimchi: ,,when the prophet saw them bowing down 
to the sun, he asked those that entered in Have ye bowed 
down?“ The Jerus. talmud and Jonathan explain it curiously 
as a compound of orynwy and ony i. e. ,,destroying 
the temple & its worship and bowing down to the sun“. 
2 On the 18 places where there is a correctio seri- 
barum see Bleek, intr. § 359, or the great masdrah on 
Num. 1, 1: also Geiger, Urschrift pp. 308 ff. 

BY ur 
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6. win] a rare form with pathach: ef. Jer. 23, 121. 
8. INwNy)} ace. to some by metathesis for -Nw3xi, with 

3 of nif‘al added; ace. to others, a rare form of 

qal — the first two letters indicating the impf., 
both sing. and pl. at once: but it is best to look 
upon it as perf. nif.? with x inserted, cf. the perf. 

3x Sbyx wy. 6, 3. un is then = oxy: comp. Nu. 14, 

14 AMS AND. 
9. uD] 1. e. AOD Yaw: or it may be a subst. formed 

like the partic. pass. as qyp Mal. 1, 11. 

X. 1. 5x] for sy, as 12, 12: and conversely 5y for 5x v. 4. 
9. snX a5] Wms without the art. as w. 57, 3: on the 

contrary the subst. is without it 40, 28 -xn: but 
both have it yw. 18, 48 Jer. 23, 34 ete. 

15. ory] acc. to some, hithpo*el for wenn from on 
or oo% (for both are found): but it is really nif. from 

oo of the form byps, ef. Is. 34, 4. 24, 3: for hithpoel 
cannot be written defectively with only one #°. 

6 pey | so 2 Ki12; 9. 

17. oms] for oms as Jer. 35, 2; or it refers to the 
wheels: ef. Lev. 13, 55, where in like manner tmx 

denotes the subject. 

XI. 3. apa xd] i. e. this prophecy will not shortly 
come to pass. 

7. wz] inf. doing duty for the impf.: cf. Jer. 7, 
fds .o0, 14. 

XII. 4. oxy] subst.4, or part. pass. hof’al with shureq 
exchanged for cholem. 

1 Ew. 92b. 2 so Ibn “Ezra on Num.: but cf. Hupf. 
on y. 6, 3. 3 Cf. note on Jer. 48, 2. * as Qimchi 
comparing y. 65, 9. ; 
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10. xwan] as if xyw35: and conversely 10, 6. 
13. mx xd imi] he here prophesies against Ssidqijah, 

who was blinded. 

19. pwn] ssere carries > with it, the root being nv 
6.6 — ors. ef. Pr.8,: 1T,: fi. -e. i is: from. pwn. 

25. qwon] the subject is 725, which is either mase. or 

fem.: or it may be mNi230 understood. 

XIII. 6. Srv] causative 1, as w. 119, 49. 
9. 3n>] with qamess, although in st. ¢: ef. Is. 10, 21 

Est. 1, 4. 

18. »»] for this form of the pl. ef. Jer. 22, 14. 

minaps] He compares the amulets to coverlets because 
there was no use in them 2. 

mins] Do ye hunt the souls of my people 
to destroy them with your lies? and do ye keep 
alive for a few handfuls of barley as your reward 
(v. 19) the souls of the wicked?“ 

19. mnxmon] ef. Zekh. 1, 17. ¢. 16, 55. 

menn xb wx] parallel to m3~nn m3x> men. 
20. rnp] i. e. ‘b nvmd so that they fly away, 

the sense being that because they are hunted they 
fly away, by which he means to say they die®. 
Others explain thus: —,,to kill or keep alive according 
to their prophecy (augury), souls which will not (respec- 
tively) die and live, because their prediction will not 

1 ,,making Israel cherish the delusive hope that 
their words would be established“. 2 Coverings placed on 
the head at the time of divination (Rashi): these the proph., 

wishing to speak contemptuously of them, calls by the com- 
mon name ‘’t (cf. Is. 3, 22) instead of using a title expres- 
sive of the value assigned to them by their owners. Comp. 
Ewald’s note. 3: ef. Jon. xnmqaxd ynwe3 m yeond yn. 
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be verified“: others think he employs a simile, likening 
the souls to birds flying about, which are hunted 
by the false prophets. 

XIV. 3 wx] for wiin3, as 2 Ki. 6, 21: but Chajjug 
treats it as impf. hithp. comparing my Ps. 7, 6 
where in like manner there is cholem. 

4. x3] although he comes with the multitude of his 
idols: or as others think, if or, because he comes 

when his idols are many. 

15. nnbow] cf. 1 S. 1, 6; Ru. 3, 6; Is. 34, 17. 

XVI. 3. primo] = pry, 3 being exchanged for 3: 
but others think that is for 3, as Dt. 7%, 19. 29, 2. 

or that the root is 5p 2:.Ki. 12, 8 Dt. 18 8: but 

the correct derivation is from the same root as 
orn. Gn. 49, 5: its meaning is clear from the 
context. 

4. pita?) nm added as in qal, although it is hof*al3: 
the first radical is absorbed in dagesh. 

yw| the context leads us to the signification washing: 

so in arab, WLivas Rial wash thy cheek?. 

5. mbpn] inf. with shureq, as Hos. 7, 4. 

6. jos] the blood of thy birth °. 

Di er mn 2 i: 4. 1. 

7. oy sy] i.e. perfect beauty: or in the time when 
thou wast obliged to conceal thyself. 

t because it is difficult to pronounce two 7's in succes- 
sion“ (in yann). Qimchi. 2 also found Gn. 40, 20. 3 lit. 
the conjugation which is never found with an object“. * see 
thes. s. v. 5 Cf. Qimchi pay Swom spon cota nbsanp 
2 wys OpDany. , 
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9. "yDN1] with pathach although it is of the past: for 
it follows from the sense of what precedes that it 

if suc 6f: Is. 63, 3. 51;, 2. 2S. F, 10. 

10. 75y:x] without suffix Sy3x (ef. Is. 5, 29 f.) as is proved 

by the short pathach under y. 
15. qow syli.e. for the sake of...: or more than, 

ef. 23, 201. 

35] i.e. omyb — , thy fornications were for or with any 

that passed by“: others say it is for x5, so that the 
sense is like that of 16b ,,such fornications will ? 

never be again“. 
18. opm] the suffix refers to 731 ‘>: 17. 

19. nnn] 1 like Cs rafa in Arab.: the word itself = 
ims nnn: the 24 pers. fem. sg. ends properly with 
»: but in order to distinguish it from the first pers. 
sg. that letter is cut off: and in this very book there 
are many words written with », but pronounced 
without it: accordingly the two persons resemble 
one another and it is impossible to distinguish between 

them. 
20. pyps] » is omitted before vy while 7m is added — 

unless the latter be a sign of astonishment %. 
29. sy32 prs] i. e. Babel, because it was the home of 

merchants, as 17, 4: ef. Is. 23, 8. 

1 j. e. either, to keep up thy name. or beyond what 
fame said of thee. 2 or rather ,,.may such never be“: 
with the first view ep. Qimchis note. * ,,Thou hast pro- 
voked me in all these ways, adding one sin upon another — 
because thy whoredoms were too few for thee“ 
(lit. on account of the fewness of them): or keeping ™ and 
omitting the » ,,o the fewness of“ &e., or ,,as though thy 
whoredoms were so few!“ cf. 1 K. 16, 31. [In the transl. 
the reading ‘om for ‘D\3 is followed]. 
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30. nhiox] adj., from the root of dbp» y. 6, 3: /and 
hence he speaks of her heart in the fem?. 

nadw] ruling by fornications“: or, a sovereign, be- 
cause she is able to do what she likes, even to 
commit fornications. 

31. >m322] inf. with » paragogic, as 6, 8 and (as some 
think) Is. 53, 9. 

33. 773] 7 is exchanged for 3 in p33: ef. m3nx8 and ysnK, 
and oyy 2 S. 1, 24 for omy. 

‘snwn] with qamess chatuph under nm to shew that it 
represents ? an original cholem: ef. 17, 23 “Ezr. 8, 25. 

34. mt xd] sc. mon mtops: so Is. 23, 13 ma xb ie. 
there was no people like it“, and y. 52, 6 IND NS 
i. e. they feared a fear, there was no fear like it, 
i. e. a fear unlike any other fear“. 

36. Jnwni] = anus, as 24, 11. 

972] > instead of sy, on account of3. 
43. “39n] causative — as though it were ‘MN -P34M. 
40. j\pn2] the meaning is determined by the context 

to be similar to that of sna Gn. 15, 10. 

43. mom] = mys, so that the meaning is ,,Thou hast 
not considered thy end“: or mwy is past for future. 

45. sminx] pl., with > dropped (nynx as 52), and with- 
out », the second sign of the plur. fem., as Dt. 
28, 59. In ymnx yv. 61 it may be that both signs of 
the pl. are present, the form mnx without the suffix 
exhibiting 1 of the pl., with disappearance of the 

1 Cf. Qimchi. The heart is called mbps, weak and 
enfeebled: it is regarded as being diminished in size and 
is consequently spoken of in the fem. in accordance with 
its inferior nature. See Béttcher, Neue kr-exeg. Aehrenlese, 
ad. loc. ? pbs: see note on Jer. 5,6. 3 > i. e. thou shalt 
be punished in proportion to they offences. Qimchi. 
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third radical +: or, on the other hand, 1 may be 
radical, and » alone indicate the plural (as Is. 47, 13), 

in which case the word would be similar to mns 
Cant. 8, 8, where nm denotes the fem. sg. and } is 

radical. We have the full form v. 52 4nymx, where 

> replaces 7 of the root, but the word has only one 

sign of the pl. (viz. m): in Josh. 20, 13 on the 
contrary both are present. The same distinction 
exists between omnmbwy and omn—, Josh. 18, 20f. 

ete. and in other analogous cases 1. 

49 ya] 1 is deficient before nyaw: or the case resembles 
Josh, 3, 14.. 

50. synaim] like aywym?: ef. 43, 11 [where similarly 
a word is altered for the sake of the assonance.] 

52. Jpty2| inf. pi. with mn added *: a rare form among 
perfect verbs. Is. 30, 19 Lev. 16, 1 etc. are no6 
analogous, because in them nm was originally 7, — as 
it is Ex. 36, 2 — and is consequently without dagesh, 
but n in nena, noi Gn. 8, 7 Nu. 14, 16 Dt. 9, 28 
may perhaps resemble the one before us. 

53. m3mDna] with the sign of the fem. both sg. and pl. 

as 1 K. 7, 37: or perhaps — 35 — denotes the fem. 
pl., the last m being paragogic: ef. in the mase. 2 S. 
23, 6. 

57. muxw] from my Ij. 1, 7 ,who seek after thy 
treasuries *“: for » ef. Hos. 10, 14. Others render 

»who despise“ from yxw 25, 15. 

1 On mns cf. Hupf. to yw. 11, 6. 2 so Rashi, and 
Ewald who compares Cant. 3, 11 (198b. 118d). 3 Ew. 
238d. refers to Is. 6, 13 ¢. 16, 4 also Lev. 26, 18 y. 
147, 1. * ef. Nu. 11, 8, where for ww targ. Jer. has 
PDaN. 
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61. bx] = oy in addition to, — there are many 

words which can be thus exchanged one with another. 
reap nx] i.e. ,yet not because thou hast observed 

the (old) covenant which I made with thee (but from 

a new covenant oft mercy and love)“. 

XVII. 3. mu] formed like bv 12, 7, aby, ayn. 
5, mp] perf., the first radical being deficient: cf. Jud. 

19, 11: and with qamess, like Hos. 6,1 ‘Am. 3, 8?. 

“p¥Ds| a species of willow, which grows always by 
water. But it is better to derive it from *s Dt. 11, 4 
like sbnbn from nm, in the sense of ,,a place full 
of water so deep that a man could swim in it“. 

7. 1352] explained by some as arising from 7533 by 
metathesis ,,contracted itself, ef. im talm. N*Di32 

assembly congregation: by others as .was 
hungry“ Ij. 5, 22, figuratively of desire *. 

9. mw] in targ. for mby the leaf of a vine, Gn. 8, 11%. 

maw] ace. to some, a subst.® instead of inf. with 
m — added, as 45, 21. 36,3: but it is really infin, 

with » for 7, as Num. 10, 2. The w ought to have 
dagesh, only in this form it is commonly dropped, 
when it receives shwa’ [ninwa for mixba]. , 
The word displays a mixed form, as though the 

1 (Cf. Ra. and Qi: also targ. m mony xd mM 
xmomn. 2 or to distinguish it from the imp.“ Qimchi: 

in the passages quoted there is a distinctive accent. 
3 Qimchi (compare Ewald) explains ,,gathered its roots 

together towards the king of Egypt‘: ef. sp Nu. 33, 
2 J. Cant. 8, 7 (= mpON): the second explanation 
is adopted by Rashi and Ges. The targ. has mp2, regard- 

ing }DD as = 7p? to bend: ef. Jj. 40, 17 where yer 
is rendered D> (from Levy, Chald. WB.), and comp. e 
with pop. * so Qimchi. * so Qi.: ef. Ew. 160b. 239a. 
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root were at once x”> (Nw) and 7” (myp) — both 

being combined, in writing as well as in pronuncia- 

tion: ef. in writing 33, 12 Jud. 8, 1 Pr. 8, 13 Est. 

1, 5 and with shwa Zekh. 13, 4. The sense here 

is to tear up, carry away’, for that is the force 
of xw3: and so some explain Hos. 1, 6. 

14. sqpyd] i. e. m2 Twyd, because the verb is intrans.: 

ef. 30, 21: 

21. »ymnay] from moa Hos. 12, 13: others explain it as 

equivalent to yma i.e. his nobles Is. 15, 5. 
22. nnn] as 37, 26 to multiply, increase. 

XVIII. 7. m3] ace. to some, part. qal. 
invan] with 1 paragogic, as Num. 24, 3 ete. 
10. mx] ace. to some 5 is deficient, as in nnx for nan, 

only in mmx its absence is occasioned by the final 
n coalescing with it, as in m5 18. 4, 19, both 
letters being pronounced by the same organ: others 
say it is like Gn. 24, 28 ,if he has done a brother 

any of these things“ — those viz. which he is about 
to enumerate (v. 11 ff, ,and he hath done none of 

those things which his father did, but ete.): » in 

snxy is then redundant, and the meaning is the same 
as that of mx 51 Sy v. 18. Others again treat nx 
as an exclamation of delight y. 35, 21 as though 
he took pleasure in all the wicked actions which 
are described: but it is best to take it as =» Hos. 
9, 12 (so ec. 21, 20); the sense will then be that he 
mourns over his father’s conduct, because he himself 

acts contrary to it and does wickedly. 
18. 5] st. c: 513 in st, abs: Ley. 6, 21, like 74 Pr. 

1 Tg. apy. 
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24, 31 from "74; for other similar cases, cf. Is. 1, 4, 

c. 44, 9. 

xvi] = ways to be punished. 

XIX. 2. 325] fem. from x25 with x for 7 as Ru. 1, 20: 
the x of mynd is changed into » and, the » compen- 
sated for by dagesh. 

3. sym] and she brought up, as Gn. 49, 9 — except 

that there it is qal, while it is here hif‘il. The 
3 is Jehoadchaz. 

5. mdm] the reverse of nbmn?: or, ,she saw that she 
had hoped and that her hope had perished“. 

6. mpm] hof*al 2. 
7 yo] = aawn, and brake, ef. Jud. 8, 16, except 

that here it is qal instead of hif*il®. 
10. 5053] i. e. in thy youth and vigour, because the 

blood is the seat of strength. Others take it as equi- 
valent to qmo72. 

12. mvp] sc. Jehojakhin. 
14, 43 muy] se. Ssidqijah. 

XX. 5. n3] with qamess, like “Am. 2, 4: without a 

guttural it would have been like pp Ex. 32, 34. 
9. bmn] inf. resembling the perf., as Is. 31,5 xx 

and wonn. 
25. *nn3] past for future: the opn are the statutes of 

the heathen newly introduced among the Israelites 
during the captivity: or, ace. to others, the ordinances 
of God which would turn to evil upon them if they 

1 targ. PDD: ef. Qimchi who likewise gives both expla- 
nations. ? Cf. Ew. § 131d. 3 Rashi adds y. 138, 6: 
ef. targ. APAPITI EN: but Qimchi prefers to compare 
Gn. 4, 1. 
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were not observed, and which in Dt. 30, 15 are 

called life and good and death and evil. 
29. spa5] properly two words, as if nO Nan. 
30. ox’a3| with shwa, as Est. 1, 5 Jer. 23 16 ete. 
31. nxwa] from xw3 as Gn. 43, 341: but others render 

to burn, comparing Jud. 20, 40. 

34, amps] with cholem: ef. v. 43. 36, 31: generally 
the middle radical quiesces in shureq. 

37. nDy] » with qamess to indicate the absence of 

the first radical x: cf. Qoh. 4, 14. 
39. IN3y] ironically, as Qoh. 11, 9.? 
3nxi] understand 325 ,,and go after your idols“; or 

, is redundant, ,serve them, after you have ceased 
to listen to me“: others interpret thus: — After- 
wards, although ye do not now hearken to me, 
a season will come when ye shall no more profane 
my holy name — the season spoken of in the next 
verse. | 

XXI, 2 Aum] prophesy, as Mi. 2, 6. ann aion de- 
note Jerusalem, and m7wn 7°, the temple, see 1 Ki. 

eee tO. 17; 
3. HNL 333] the desert of the north, so called 

because of its dryness? the meaning is ,,from 

the region of the north“, i. e. Babel. 

1 sprnnm aby yay Qimchi, and similarly Rashi. 
2 Qimchi: — This imp. expresses not a command but a 
threat, as Qoh. 11, 9, where the writer means to say 
,kejoice — and thou wilt see what will befal thee in thy 
afterlife‘, similarly here, ,,It is better for you to serve 
your idols alone than to serve them and at the same time 
being your gifts to me, for this is to profane my name“. 
1 in qmNi has the same force as Gn. 22, 4 [Ew. 344b.], 
and ON is equivalent to wN as Gn. 24, 33. 3 ef. the 
root in aram. e. g. Gn. 8, 13. 
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9, snnan] i.e. because it is my pleasure to cut off 
from thee both just and unjust alike, my sword shall 
issue forth upon all flesh, because I will lay waste 
the whole world. 1 

12. p»3] perf. nif. although with ssere, so in the fem. 
26, 2: sometimes cholem is found, Is. 34, 4 Nah 

1, 12: there are in fact three different vocalizations | 
as in gal Sys, 5yp, ‘yp: Chajjug says it is like 
723, 2.S. 1, 23, [and consequently qal.] 

14. pump] Lev. 13, 40: wip means to rub off the 

rust.? 

aint ct Nit 1, 2. 

syn] with dagesh? because of the pause: cf. Is. 

41, 17. 

iN] ace. to some, in place of 1 conjunctive, as Lev 

4, 28. 
paw] as Nu. 24, 2, tribe. 

yy] the idols: the sense being ,,the sword is destined 

to destroy: yet how should we have rejoiced had 
Israel rejected their idols! for then it would have 
consumed their enemies’, and they would have es- 

caped“. In the same way ‘3 7: vy. 18 is interpreted : 

— ,How great will this trial be, if the tribe of my 

people does not reject its idols!* Others explain ix 
as == 7x — ,how should we rejoice that the sword 

refused to cut down the idols in order to cut down 
the tribe of Israel‘, as though the meaning were 

that it chose to cut off the latter but refused to do 

anything besides: then v. 18 must mean ,,and what 

1 An explanation of the force of the perfect tense. 

2 ef. Qimchi mnonm miaym mpson psy. 3 Qimchi’s remark 
is worth quoting ‘ym mxep pind my pa miNen? ‘on wan. 
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shall we do at that time of trial, when the sword 

will no longer refuse to cut off Israel? ox signifying 

really, as y. 63, 7. R. Mosheh Qimchi thinks that 

what the sword nom» rejects it cuts down, and 
that 1s presupposes 7223 before it corresponding to 

vows: the sense is then as follows: — ,Shall we 

weep or rejoice that the sword in its eagerness to 
cut down Israel rejecteth every idol, cutting all off 

and leaving nothing?“ yna is then like Is. 28, 16, as 

though the prophet said ,For God is pleased to hold 
a trial and to execute vengeance: and what will 

this trial be, if the sword doth not reject (i. e. cut 
down) the tribe of my people?‘ — meaning that if 
this is not the fullest vengeance, what other vengeance 
will ever appear equal to it? And Chajjug explains 

vow ix as the words of God, like Dt. 28, 63, as 

though God rejoiced when their retribution came 

upon them; or they are the words of the prophet, 

as though he rejoiced at their punishment because 
the sword rejected Israel, and rejected likewise every 

idol. — mmm v. 17 is past for future. 
17. nap] ,,the terrors of the sword were against my 

people“, from m3 y. 31, 14 ete. Nu. 22, 3: in st. ¢. 
before 5s (which is redundant) as is often the case 
before 2, 3, 5.1 Others render ,,those that fell into 
the power? of the sword were my people“, as though 
it were part. from —39 y. 89, 45 — the mx being 

superfluous. A third opinion is that 3 stands for > 
(for the reverse change, see 16, 3), the sense being, 

1 Qimchi compares Jud. 5, 10 Is. 8, 6: he adopts 
the first expl. given in the text. Ges. Ew. from 739. 2 Cf. 
go, Jer 18, 21 w. 68, 11. 
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» those sold to the sword“: and, lastly, Chajjug 
renders ,my people“, are the resting-places for the 
sword for 3923 Gn, 37, 1. 

19. bpon] to be twisted and bent in many directions 
as happens when a good sword is moved to and 
fro: or it means that the sword of Nebukhad- 
nessar will come down upon them a second time — 
mousy signifying either great, as Pr. 22, 20 Ex. 
14, 7, or a third time, so that the meaning is 

it will come down upon them time after time, — 
blow after blow will fall on them“. 1 

maan| coming on you” in your chambers“?: others 
from 1 K. 22, 25 explain ,so that you will go from 
fear into an inner chamber to hide yourselves“: and 
others think it to mean that the sword was kept 
in a secret chamber till the moment when it was to 
burst forth. 

20. a5 yy] either np yynd or sd alone (for both mean 
the same) would have been sufficient: cf. 40,15 Nu. 
be, OSGI. 2, 2. 

mai] inf., as Jer. 9, 4 Josh. 9, 20. 

mnax]| the context demands the meaning terror: some 
exchange x for 3, and others nm for y*, but all such 

1 Cf. Qimechi: ,,It will be doubled three times i. e. 
their troubles mybwor maw vw ody. 2 the printed 
edd. have ond: but many MSS. read ord. 3 Qimchi: 
,smiting you in your chambers, or because it was MyDS 
my ap asna“: for the second expl. cf. Rashi _,,whither 
soever you go to escape from it, it will pursue you 
into your inmost chambers“. Jon.’s rendering Ny ot 
yd shews that he either read or conjectured monn. 
LXX. éxorjous i. ec. FUTAM. * Rashi suggests that it may 
signify the shouts of the men using the sword, from m3 
Is. 56, 10 — 3 being replaced by 8 as in nw Jj. 13, 17 
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explanations the wind may carry away: it is not 
open to any one investigating the true structure of 
the language to interchange letters with the excep- 
tion of ’"/n’x and the sibilants ‘o and yw. 

| == 18, as 6, 11. 

5 sywy] ,,made to be bright“: ef. 13, 20 [and v. 15], 
moyy| part. pass. qal with dagesh added: when the 

sword is whetted it is lessened in size upon the 
whetstone: but others regard it as part. pu‘al fem. 
from mvy Jer. 43, 12, hidden in a garment, like 

the sword of Goljath, 1 S. 21, 10.2 

21. ‘Swm] except here, this root always appears as 
a quadriliteral, cf. Gn. 13, 9. 1 C. 12, 2: the sense 

is ,,unite thyself — collect thy three edges — and 

set thy face either towards the left or the right‘? 
21. 73x] ,,Whither is thy edge decreed, appointed to 
go?“—as though it desired to go towards Jerusalem: 
the words are the prophet’s. 

24. x72 7] ,,choose thee a place at the head of the 

road leading to the city“, i.e. at the bivium, where 
the roads to Jerusalem and to Rabbah begin to 
diverge, as is explained in the following verse. 

jox 2 K. 4, 2: he rejects the opinion that it is for 
nysas (from mya terror) on the ground that there the nm 
is radical, while in mMaN it is only occasioned by the 
st. ¢; mas he adds is the interpretation of Menachem. — 
‘ Ace. to the second opinion (which is shared by Rashi 
and Jos. Qimchi) the sense is that the sword is concealed 
until the moment of slaughter has arrived. The first expl. 
is mentioned by Rashi, but rejected on account of the ab- 
sence of } and because of the dagesh in ». 2 Cf. Qimehi: . 
unite MINDS mmx. and set thyself either to the right hand 

or to the left, for we do not know to which side thou art 
directed“. 

4 
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25. bobp] acc. to some, as Qoh. 10, 10, to brighten! 
from Spc. 1, 6 (brass that has been treated in 
the manner expressed by the root): acc. to others, as 
Lam. 4, 19, to move quickly, because they threw 

the arrows into the air, at the place where two roads 
met, and directed their steps according to the side 
to which the arrow inclined in falling. Upon this 
occasion, the: divination directs the king to the right 
hand road, which led to Jerusalem: that on the left 

was the road to Rabbah. 
27. ond] as 4, 2. 

28. ond] viz. to the men of Nebukhadnessar, who had 
no conception that the inhabitants of Jerusalem had 
conspired, thinking that they had only recently sworn 
allegiance, and that if they had really done so, they 
would be taken on account of their wickedness in 
having sworn falsely. Others explain the whole verse 
of the people of Jerusalem, who did not believe that 
he would come so soon after they had sworn to hin, 

but it was just because he remembered their wicked- 
ness that he acted in opposition to the treaty. 

yiow] weeks, as Gn. 29, 27, and myiaw -oaths?. Nu. 

30, 3: but there are others who think ‘ssw is from 

1 The meaning is given by Qimchi: — The surface 

of the iron in the arrow was rubbed very bright, and 
the diviners then looked to see if there were any specks 
in it, just as they would look at the nail of the thumb 
for the same purpose: the liver was similarly employed. 
The second view is that of Jos. Qim.: — the diviner 

threw the arrows up into the air tbp> ty mond mad. 
2 ,weeks of oaths“, i. e. they have sworn quite re- 
cently. On this view the words must be treated as an 
exclamation of the Chaldees. 
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myaw seven, as Dan. 9, 24 (although the week is 
called ynay because it consists of seven days) ,,we 
have made them many oaths“. 1 

29. 27217] ,,because ye are mentioned (before me) 

by the mouths of others on account of the oath 
which ye have broken, ye shall be taken in the 
hand of the king of Babel“, or, ,,you shall be seized 

by the hands (have your hands bound) so as to be 

unable to escape“. 

31. msi xb met] The sense would have been clear 
without the first msr, cf. y. 94, 1, and often besides. 

Others explain thus: — This will be, sc. the lowliness 
which will be exalted, but this will not be, se, 

the pride, for it will be made low. The final 7 in 
mbawn is paragogic, as Hos. 7, 4, and consequently, 
as there, the tone is mil‘el or on the penultima.2 

32. "2 MN O3] ie. even this desolation that I shall 

cause will not come to pass until Nebukhadnessar 
come, to whom I shall give the right that belongs 
to him“.? Others explain mxr like the first ny v. 
31. — ,,That which I have said, viz. the exaltation 

of the humble, will not take place until Zerubbabel 

+ Cf. Qimchi (who however treats yaw as a part.) yaw) 
man myiaw ond i. e. the Jews, thinking the Chaldees had 
sworn to them solemnly, and accordingly supposing that the 
divination was fallacious and that their city would be preserved 
intact. * so Qimchi. Ew. 173h. (3). 3 So Qimchi, explaining 
that notwithstanding the sins of Jehodhaz Jehojaqim and 
Jebojakhin, it was only Ssidqijah from whom Nebukhadnessar 
took the kingdom. Rashi, following Jonathan, explains that 
the crown passed from Jehojakhin to Ssidqijah, and from 
him to Gedaljah, and was even then not established till 
Ishmael son of Nethanjah came, to whom God gave the 
right of vengeance. 

4* 
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comes to whom the right of the kingdom belongs, 
and I give it to him“. 

33. ompam] because they reproached Israel with Nebu- 
khadnessar’s having passed them by, and having 
gone on and smitten Israel. 

smnp] = nud, whetted, as y. 37, 14: ef. Mi. 5, 5.? 

bon5] to contain slaughter — carry slaughter with 
it, as 1 K. 8 64: or ace. to others for S2N75,? 8 
quiescing in qamess. 

34, 75] addressed to‘Ammon?: The false announcements 
which thy seers made to thee that Nebukhadnessar 
would not come, were (by misleading thee) the cause 

of thy being added to the rest of the wicked who 
were slain by him, and killed likewise. Others refer. 

the words to the divination of Nebukhadnessar which 
had spoken in terms that misled them: the oracle had 
not indicated that Nebukhadnessar would never touch 
them, but that he would attack other nations first, 

and then make ‘Ammon like them. Others think 

the words to be addressed to the sword: — ,,The 

divinations which announced that thou wouldst not 

come upon the ‘Ammonites are all false: it is against 
their necks that thou art directed“. 

34. ayn] inf. or imp., addressed to the man, who wield- 
ec the sword: but the prophet at once returns to 
the latter, prophesying that it too will in the end 
receive retribution for the blood? it has shed. 

1 Qi. having explained ‘5 in the sense of drawn, 

se. out of its sheath, observes that others comparing y. 37, 
14 assign it the meaning whetted, but adds that there is 
no need to depart from its usual sense. 2 as Jos. Qimehi. 
Ew. nach fassen, nach méglichkeit: ef. 23, 32. 
Sas Qi Rashi; * cf. 47 v. 3: 
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36. smaay wea] ,,After I have put the sword to melt 

in the fire of my wrath, I will blow upon thee? to 
kindle the fire“. 

pyna owsx] the Medes and Persians. 
37. sepnn] 2d. ps. sg. fem. without », as 22, 4 Jer. 

3, 5.2 : 

XXII. 7. wy] as Ssef. 3,19: or 2 in pwya is superfluous. 

9, S95] subst. as though m57%: or adj. as though 
mbo> owiox, with ‘x in st. c. instead of st. abs. 
as bx. 23, 8 Dt. 16, 19. 

12. *yzam] ace. to some*, thou hast foeen rr ef. 
Gn. 37, 26: so v. 13, where mwy = thou hast 

made, accumulated, Gn. 31, 1, or if ysa mean 

extortion, as in the phrase yxa yya, mwy may 

retain its ordinary meaning, practised. 
16. ntns] nif‘al for nbbns, for when the two 5’s coalesce 

one of them disappears — here it may be either the 
24 or the 34 in the root because this word is not 
accustomed to receive dagesh: in the other verbs 
yy, which are regular, it is only the middle radical 
which disappears, the third being retained and 
pronounced with dagesh, the influence of which 
extends only backwards.® All this root is however 

1 Qi. sppond wea ompaw wp. 2 Qimchi explains 
the frequent interchange of genders in Hebr. by saying 
that when the mase. is employed it is the people that is 
addressed, when the fem. it is the assembly (M5y or 
mD3D). Ew. however explains as above: 191 b. (2). 
3 Everywhere else with bm: cf. Jer. 6, 28 bind. 

#80 targ. FN MAN and Ew. 5 i. e. where two letters 
coalesce in dagesh forte, it is always the first which 
disappears: e g. 7270 for ‘my OF, ~Chajjug, p.> 99. 
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. anomalous, being pointed with chireq: see 25, 3. 7, 
24, and for the form nbm3 ef. Jer. 22, 23. 

18. Sai wma] i.e. 4 mwm3 yoo: and so below, oD 
6.03. 

20. nnp] formed like ny», from nmps Is. 54, 16. 
22. jinm] some regard this as nif., when 3 of the root 

and 3 of the conjugation coalesce, one being dropped: 
cf y. 68, 31: but it is really inf. hif. like ATI 
(y. I. ec.) — the infinitives in all the conjugations 
frequently forming themselves in different ways — 
with shureq for cholem as in wm Is. 29,10) 
which is from a verb yy. The meaning is ,,as the 
silversmith melts silver“, &e. 

24. spw3] some think that mappiq is superfluous, as 
Is. 28, 4, but that w ought to have dagesh, which 
however was not inserted on account of shwa’, as 
is sometimes the case: otherwise, the word may be 
a subst. with +7 understood. 

28. inv] from my: yet with the tone on the ultima2: 
cf. Gn. 40, 15, where this is noted by the masorah. 

XXIII. 3. 12y19] po‘el, for the following wy shews that 
it must be transitive: from yy Lev. 22, 24. 

5. asym] as vv. 7. 9. 12. of the Ssy. 
14. Apnd winx] ef. 22, 9 ,men delineated on the 

wall* or, ,of Babel“ understood. 
piay onnp] cf. mo, Ex. 26, 12: , with large mitres 

or tiaras“: ‘» means painted, or dyed.3 

+ Qi. ,,a subst. as yw. 68 3% Ew. 156c. treats it 
like Mosheh as hif*il. 2% Kalisch’s Heb. Gramm. ii. 233. 
* His meaning is made clear by Qimchi’s words: Their 
tiaras were richly dyed: they also hung down behind (pro- 
fusae) in the manner of a curtain (Ex. 1. c.): such a head- 
dress would be unknown to the Israelites, 
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16. maaxym] a solitary case of 7 as well as nm in the 
imp. of a verb which is not defective: Ex. 2, 3 is 
not parallel, for there it is mappiq which is 
wanting in the 7. 

17. ypri] like yim, from yp to root up, remove: 
but in hif. 2 8. 21, 6 it means the reverse. In fact 
there are two roots yp and yp3 vv. 22. 28: if in 
ypmi, p had been without the dagesh which generally 
represents 3, whether radical, or (as many think 

who derive it from yyp) the characteristic of nif‘al, 

the tone would have been on the ult., not as is the 

case on the penultima: see Gn. 16, 4: the root can 
therefore only be yp.1 — 

20. by] more than, or: together with.? 

28. 43m3] a rare form, with qamess for ssere to denote 

the fem. 

24, y3m] the context or the sense of 225 shews that it 

must mean something like Sn host?: 2 in 5mpa 
extends its influence backwards, so that we must 

regard it as == jNn3. 

, 82. sa1o] an adj. to m> sigeifying great: in the 
mas¢. 7270 like m3wy Est. 10, 3 ete. | 

34, on] Num. 24, 8 ,thou wilt break them“, viz. 

in her eagerness to drink: but ace. to another inter- 
pretation ,,thou wilt break the sherds thereof in 

order to tear thy breasts with them“: cf. Ij. 2, 8. 
42. n2] the rapheh is strange: cf. wy. 68, 18 Is. 34, 11. 

1 He means to say it here = to unfasten, while 
2 Sam. it — to fasten up: and that it must come 

ae yo, for else it would have been ypm not ppm. 

18 iiSlines to this latter opinion, wasting Ex. 35, 22. 
3 Targ. x37 3ND2 which Qimchi follows. 
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ox20] like ow tp (qo —) Ex. 29, 37 ete. Ace. to some, 
it = nID won Is. 45, 141, ace. to others, ony as 

Is. 1, 22: the meaning of 19 owss 5x is ,,from her 
desire for man, she sent for them“ or, ,she sent for 

them, so as to be able to choose out of a large 
number“. 

43. 3) Tos] a8 I looked, I thought Can it be that a 

woman who is old and decrepit will commit adulteries ? 
for see these are coming to commit whoredoms with 
her, and she will do the same with them (xm)“. 

Others interpret thus: — It is not enough for her to 
have grown old in whoredoms, now therefore even 
these have come to commit them with her. A third 
opinion is that yr = D> and mrmszin denotes her 
profits, gain, so that the sense will be ,and I 

said to the woman decrepit with adulteries, Will not 

* these men whom she sent for (v. 40) — will they not 
take away all her gains, and herself as well? or 
the sense of nym is that they will carry her into exile. 

45. ops] he calls them just in comparison with her 

cf. 16, 52 or, as is better, because they execute upon 
her a judgement which is just — in accordance 
with her deeds. 

47. s72] to cut down, as Josh. 17, 18. 
48. .703} a mixed form between nif‘al and hithpael: 
Cece loop, 2k 8. 

49. ~yn] as Is. 1, 18 Qoh. 9, 1: it ought to be like 
an Josh. 17, 5 Tj. 39, 3 with shwa’. 

XXIV. 3. naw] ,set it down on the onaw“, i. e. the 

stones placed round the fire in order for the pot to 
rest upon. 

1 so Qim., adding that they were of the sons of Kush. 
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5. 5] ace. to some, imper.; ef. Is. 30, 33: but it may 
be a subst. signifying a great pile of wood, 
to be put underneath the pot until the bones in it 

were boiled. 

6. nnxdn] targ. xno i.e. rust. 

mewn] inf. or imp. 

bp3] past for future. The sense is ,,Bring them out of 

the pot by pieces so small that not a single limb 
may be recognized, nor lots cast upon them to 
assign them any special destinations“.4 Or, ,,.no lot 

shall fall upon it, cast it out: for the rust that 

is upon it, renders it unfit for any one to cast lots 
for it.“ Or perhaps mysin is perf. referring to the 

enemy. 

~l . mot 2} All this comes upon her because of her sins 
—.viz. the shedding of blood which they perpetrated 

openly?. This explains way mozd: cf. Ij. 16, 18: 
though others think the allusion is to their slaying 
the sacrifices away from the altar. 

1 Usually, says Qimchi, men remove the rust from a 
pot before using it, but here it is to remain: it is symbo- 
lical (Su) of the iniquities of Jerusalem. The fragments 
came out piecemeal to indicate that the Jews would not 
fall all at once into the hands of the Chaldees, but at 

different times (Ravm m2 Paym Ndi moy pans wba dy x3 
iarg.). The lot will not decide how the several pieces are 
to come out (N¥° AMI AYN): this will be determined by 
previous agreement. *” He explains ‘D mny i. e. on a high 
and sunny rock (Qimchi thinks of Neh. 4, 7) where all 
would see the crime and where there would be no earth 
into which the blood might sink out of sight. The rabbins 
think there is reference to Zechariah son of Jehojada 2 C. 
24, 20 ff. 
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10. poon main] must be imperr., as sppyn v. 11 shews: 
for had this been infin. it would have been pointed 
mpoyn. 

im] from wn, ef. Lev. 26, 39, with qamess on 

account of the pause. It cannot come from 7m because 
of the accent which is mil‘el, and because the 

signification would then be unsuitable. Similarly in 
v. 11 where > ought to have dagesh, as Jer. 48, 1. 

Some think this is from in, like sp, naw, but incor- 

rectly, because “1m is not found with this meaning, 

whereas we meet with ovnmn Jer. 17, 5 (scorched 

places): and since the word admits of two expla- 
nations, it is right to adopt the one which will 
account best for the facts before us: such a course 
is the only one consistent with a sound grammatical 
method. Comp. Is. 24, 6. 

11. onn] with shureq for cholem, as it is pointed Gn. 
47, 18: it is either nif. or qal. 

12. onxn] from yx (labour). Some say the sg. is NN, 
like pan Hos. 13, 2: but it is rather mnsxn, like 
mnan: for there are many substt. which alter their 
gender in the plural. _ 

In nxdn (like nsan Lev. 26, 34 ef. 25, 21) some say 
the 3¢ radical is dropped, and that nm is the sign of 
the fem. replacing 7 in order to avoid confusion 
with the mase. Asin. But Chajjug maintains that 
the n is radical, thinking that when the final 7 in 
msi was dropped, m was preserved to indicate 
the gender: but c. 46, 17 Is. 60, 18 Ex. 5, 16 he 

considers m to stand for = of the fem. In fact myn 
and mxdbn ought to be similarly explained?: for Josh. 

1 Cf. notes on Jer. 13, 19. 44, 23. 
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2, 6 Hos. 2, 9 Gn. 31, 32 prove that the fem. is 

denoted by mn — the tone being in these passages 
for that very reason mil‘ el. 

14. yrpx xb] ,I will not turn back [from what I have 
determined)“: cf. in the talm. yyp75 i.e. backwards 
(of a book read backwards)?: others explain it as 

Ex. 32, 25 ,I will not undo rescind the judgement 

decreed upon thee“. 
17. pinn] inf.: ,,instead of groaning be silent“; or ,,do 

not lift up thy voice in thy lamentation“?. 

ony] i. e. either do not mourn for the dead, or ,,do 
not mourn as men are wont to mourn for the dead 
— do not mourn bitterly“. 3 

24, Ss>im] He speaks of himself in the 3% person, as 
Samuel does 1 S. 12, 11. — Here the book divides. 

26. mypwn] verbal noun from hif‘il, — ™ marking 

the conjugation. The meaning of wan mim is as 

follows: — At the beginning (3, 26f) God had said 
to him ,thou shalt be dumb and not go on reproving 

them, but shalt say to them Let him that willeth 
hear“, i. e. ,, now, speak to them thus“ adding imme- 

diately afterwards ,but when I speak with thee I 
will open thy mouth“, i. e. when the remnant comes. 
The people did not believe that they would go into 

captivity, and consequently did not believe in the 
prophets consolations and other discourses: God 
therefore told him not to prophesy upon them till 
his words would be believed and trusted: so soon 

1 so Qimchi, who quotes the phrase yrpsd xupn. 
Explained by Qimchi ,,be silent from groaning“ as though 

PINn 1D). Targ. pinw PIN groan (and) be still! i.e. be not 

fond in thy “amen ore (as in the text, above). % Targ. 
pr by sie 

2 
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as the city was smitten they would believe him and 
he might speak, — as is said v. 26 4 ova. From 

this place the prophecies are no longer against Israel, 
but against the nations round about, as ‘Ammon 
Moab P’lishtim: but so soon as the remnant came 
saying The city is smitten, he spake and opened 
his mouth (33, 21f.), and at once (vv. 24ff.) pro- 
ceeded again to prophesy against Israel. 

XXV. 3. 5m3] for 55m3 like 3m y. 69, 4: or, ace. to 
Chajjug, for 5m331, like a3. 

6. 4xnb] y. 98, 8 Is. 55, 12 in qal. The pathach 
under » is to shew it ought properly to have had 
chireq, as Ex. 21, 8 had not the guttural followed, 

“yp is similar: and they are both really like 2 S. 
5, 24. 

joxw] must be a subst. from oxy v. 15, like was with 
the suffix ~wa5 Cant. 5,1: then when x was pointed 
with shwa’, it became quiescent, and the vowel under 

w was changed to qamess.” w5i2 means with plea- 
sure (heartily). 

i) 3 (Kk fib) food", as in. samp. 
10. ‘ty 325] i.e. I will command the sons of the east 

(the army of Nebukhadnessar) to fall upon the ‘Am- 
monites. 

1 The sense will then be as Rashi explains > 
onnd memo. 2 Qimechi thinks it is an inf., pointed 
originally like ja5w2 Pr. 6, 22, the vowel becoming broad 
(A) in order that the x might quiesce: the meaning is well 
given by Rashi yy. contempt from a comparison of 
Onqelos Gn. 25, 34, where vxw represents m2. 3 as an 
image of destruction, cf. mbox 15, 4: the 3 fortis by 
some explained in acc. with the interchange known as 
mays: ef. 47, 13. On pathbag, see Pusey’s lectures on 
Daniel p. 569 ed. 2. 
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XXVI. 2. 1203] 3 sg. fem. perf. nif. with ssere*: cf. 

21, 12: but ace. to Chajjug? it is impf. hifi. 

sxbpx] I shall be filled now that Jerusalem is laid 

waste: or, I shall he filled from her because she is 

laid waste *. 

4. smmp] ef. mo Lam. 3, 45. 

9. »ns] from mnp Nu. 34, 11. 

bap] formed like ‘up 1 Ki, 12, 10. 2.10, 10. It is 

an aram. word signifying se extendere, opponere, 

so that ‘p ‘» will denote the army that is before him, 

or the blow that is before him. It was a machine 

used in sieges: and the mound v. 8 had to be 

prepared in order that the besiegers might erect it 

in front of the city and discharge their stones 

into it. 

iestas ini. nit, for sans, eb ua. 2,10 Prat 17. 
the segol in 2 is occasioned by the 7. It is surpri- 
sing that some have thought it inf. pi°el, like 725 
Is. 58, 9, supposing that the segol pointed to the 
absence of the article, as “Ezra 10, 14: but I have found 

no case of the art. coming before a genuine infin.: 

it is only attached to substt. 

17 nbbéan] nm = 1we, as Josh. 10, 24. 

20, ony] i. e. Ssor, which was the glory of the world: 
he proceeds to explain his meaning in the next verse, 

1 Qi. un Syp mpd may Spas. 2 Nutt’s Chajjug 113. 
3 so Rashi maqnn “P Pym yo uN Noone i.e. Ssdr will 
become crowded and wealthy through her depopulation and 
impoverishment. But Qimchi adopts the first expl. ,,I shall 
be filled with merchandise "27n Amy ans“. 
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Where 32mn8 mina is the interpretation of smn +. 
Others think on yrs denotes the land of Israel, 
and render ,,I will put beauty in Israel — make it 
beautiful and glorious“. 

XXVII. 5 ormm] with the characteristics of both the 
mase. and fem. plural (m and °). In like manner 
when the suffixes are appended it is customary to 
insert > after m, so that you say mmm pmax: and 
it may be that the writer has done the same here. 
as he was desirous of expressing the dual (as oO), 
which he could ‘not do with m — alone, so that he 
was compelled to add o> —. Comp. the manner in 
wich it is added to the fem. sg.: as ondyy ondyy 
Dnsw ete. 

6. puiwp] from my. Originally » had qamess, as 
y. 29: then when this received dagesh in order to 
destroy the quiescent latent? (in ma) the qamess 
was changed to chireq, as is often the case in 
verbs y'y. 

owns] as one word 3, from swxn Is. 60, 13. 

7. wapp) the sail expanded to catch the breeze+. 
D3 i. e. a mark of recognition. 

' He considers the last clause of 20 to be completed 
in 21: ,I will make the glory of the whole world — I will 
make it mrda!* Of. for a similar case of suspension 
y. 93, 3. The targ. renders ‘n ‘x the land of Israel: 
similarly Qimchi. ? Cf. on Jer. 46 20, and see Nutt’s Chajjug 
p. 9f. (Eng.). 3 so Ew. following Targ.: see Qimchi’s note. 
LXX. oixovs cdowdac thinking of O7wN Ma.- + Qimebi: ,,the 
w5D was of Egyptian flax richly worked: p3 is the velum 
(Rashi, siegel) which is unfolded on the mast, Is. 33, 23 
D3 wep ba“. Apparently therefore the w py is the sail, 

eg ae ee 
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9. asyp] commerce carried on with the aid of pledges 
or security 4. | 

10. y>na] ,,with thy forces“: or it may mean the 
smaller wall outside the moat, as Lam. 2, 8: but 

in v. 11 it is ,and thy own forces also“. 
11. o~»3] the name of a people?: or as others think 

comparing Jud. 3, 16, a dwarfish people that 
guarded the walls. ; 

12. pay] the merchandize which a merchant leaves 
in a country. 

15. man] acc. to some precious stones. 
wn] as 2 Ki. 3, 4 yw. 72, 10 (where i> snip = they 

give dwgor, a present). 

17. mv3n] the name of a place*: but others think it 
denotes wheat the grains of which were so large 
that they might be numbered. 

335] ace. to some, Sugar cane*.. 
x] with cholem: sometimes xX as Jer. 8, 22, and 

sometimes 3 as Gn. 37, 25. 

not the flag: but being made of richly variegated materials, 
it would serve as a distinctive mark by which the Tyrian 
ships could be recognized. 1 Similarly Qimchi: because when 
engaged in commerce merchants give security to one ano- 
ther (pany). 2 Targ. (NpwiDP AN i.e. Kanmadoxes LXX. pudaxnes. 
The x1 shews that Jon. broke it up into o7 nj: Geiger 
Zsch. 1862, p. 58. 3 viz. Minith Jud. 11, 33 whence, says 
Qimchi, a fine kind of corn was obtained. Targ. win (Ln, 
an obscure word: see Rashi, who also quotes another expl. 
from a Jerusalem targum. Rashi mentions the second opinion 
given above, as being that of a ,,midrash aggadah“, the grains, 
it was said, were so fine that they were sold by number: 
but he himself thinks the expression signifies prepared, 
dressed food. * most interpreters explain this word as 
denoting some sweet kind of balsam found about Jericho: 
and hence the name of that town, from 7%. 
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18. padn] the name of a place: or is in st. abs. 
as 5% Is. 15, 1 so that the meaning is ,,wine white 
like milk“ — ag is even indicated by the suc- 

ceeding words. 

19. 5x»] travel come, or are conducted: but 
others prefer spun, woven, comparing Ex. 35, 25 

where for nw the targ. has x2. 

1n3] with dagesh, as Jud. 5,73: but Chajjug regards it 

as a contraction from 333m} — the subject being God 
who was the cause of what is described. 

mwy] bright, shining: ef. Ij. 12, 54 Cant. 5, 14. 

20. s2>9] inf., like sx». ,,None of them have on 

sumptuous garments with the exception of the nobles 
when they ride in state“. 

23. sb>] asyndeton, like Adam Sheth, 1 C. 1, 1: 
it is the name of a people: but there are some who 
treat it as an adj. in st. c. with > (as Jj. 6, 7) from 

moet choy bx 410: 

24. mb3] the upper garment: cf. the denominative, 

2K 2, 3. 

25. pmiw] from mw Nu. 24, 17 ,,were'what thou looked 

to and hoped for“: others from the targ. (v. 11) render 
thy walls: but in my opinion it is a subst. signifying 

1 Aleppo. Xeifav. 2 Tg. ypwa i. e. most probably 
with silk (Rashi pxryy by 1b) but Qimehi explains it 
in caravans and so accounts for the pu’al Sse viz. 
escorted. LXX. & “Aoyd. 3 Qimchi: with dagesh 

POEM °3DD AN PT mixan>. + Compare Schultens’ version 
,calamitati vilitas adest apud splendidam prosperitatem securi“, 
i. e. the splendour of prosperity despises the calamities 
of the unfortunate. °* as Jos. Qimchi: Rashi follows targ. 
“Dp. — LXX. Xaguay. 
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thy caravans?, ef. Gn. 37, 25 where for AnnN | 

the targ. gives NYY. 
32. om32] == omypa: without the suffix > ef. 7m 2, 10 

on indicating the 3% ps. pl. fem. Had the root 
been Fiz 7, 11, the mn would have had qamess or 
ssere. 

spr] cut off, ef. y. 94, 17: > is superfluous ?. 
34. maw3] ace. to some == MAD, cf. Gn. 20, 16: ,, at 

the time that thou art broken“. 

XXVIII. 3. 5°35] named because he was a contem- 
porary. | 

soapy] ace. to some, as Lam. 4, 1 ,,were not obscure — 

hidden from thee“: or as others think from oy, 

»with thee there was nothing hidden — thou 

knewest all“. 

9, 35m] from bon (to slay)*, or as Lev. 22, 32 (to 

profane). 
12. mon) like mmp3, Dt. 29, 22, ef. Ex. 5, 18, ¢. 33, 20 

ete. It means ,,sealing up and perfecting the mea- 
‘sure (of thy wisdom honour ete.)*.® 

13. 4m200] from the same root as n>we Pr. 15, 19° 

;pn}] Some explain this to mean jw2n, as in the prayer 
where God is said to have created in man cavities 

1 He means to say that the ships came by con- 
Voys. ct. Gi wy INS fis smyba. For the rendering 

walls, cf. Jer. 5, 10, and see Réd. thes. 1383 f. 2 similarly 
Qimchi: or we may treat it as a subst. with ) intensivum 
(Gesen.) but Ew. compares 19, 10: cf. targ. a> opts my. 
3 as targ. Joo Nom ns m 55: ef. Dan. 4, 6. +* so 

targ. Ra. Qi. Ew. * Qimchi 43 ody 15 °> mann own. 
6 ji. e. ,,even the wall round thy garden was of costly 

stones“: so Qimchi, who compares also Is. 5, 5. In this 
case its root will’be 7\w: but others derive it from 42D to 
cover: see Ew. 

5 
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and passages: the sense of the passage is as fol- 
lows: — Do not stand aloof in awe before the king 
of Ssdr: he is not God as he imagines: he is a man 
created like other men with a body limited by phy- 
sical conditions}. Or the words may refer to musi- 
cal instruments — because people were occupied in 
Ssér with cymbals and the pipe — as though 
God had first made these for their enjoyment, and 
the use of them had not been known before Ssor 
was built 2. 

14. nye] an adj. in st. c. and therefore with pathach: 

sD is a subst. like vow Josh. 23, 13 from po Dan. 
10, 3: the sense is thus anointed with oil. 

1 The allusion is to the daily prayer of the Jews 
(Buxt. lex. 766): — ,,Blessed be thou, o Lord our God king 
of the world, who hast formed man in wisdom and created 
in him cavities and passages innumerable: manifest and 
known is it before the throne of thy glory that if one of 
these be opened or closed, it is impossible for him to 
continue or stand before thee even for a single hour.‘ The 
cavities are organs such as the heart &c., and the 
passages allude to the nose, mouth &c.: the meaning is 
that the human body is of exceedingly complex structure, 
and that the continuance of life is most precarious, depending 
as it does upon the unimpede action of such countless 
organs, any one of which if injured might occasion death. 
The words of Ezeqgiel were already similarly interpreted 
by the targum: — But thou hast not considered thy body 
that is composed of cavities and passages, which are thy 
necessity and without which it were impossible for thee to 
continue: from the day when thou wast first created they 
have been established with thee. 7 “31 Ova will mean then 
,already when thou wast founded they had been long estab- 
lished in use“. Cf. Qimehi: as though in the day that 
thou wast created instruments like these were made for thee. 
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Others derive 420 from 42c Ex. 25, 20, and do not 
consider nypp to be in st. ¢.': but the former 

explanation is the right one. 
snnn] ,And I made thee (as though) thou hadst been 

in the mountain of God’s sanctuary (i. e. either Ssion 

or Sinai), and as though thou hadst walked in the 

midst of fiery stones (like the angels)“. 
16. 7x21] imp. pi‘el, the x of the tense quiescing in 

the qamess of 1 which is not here the; conv. impft,, 

since the uncontracted form would have been 772881 
with pathach, as 2 8. 1, 10 — the sense of the 

preceding words shewing when the action is in past 
time. Others think the x which appears belongs to 
the tense and that it is the x of the root which is 
deficient: they therefore give to the tense-characteristic 
the vowel which belongs properly to the first radical 

— Jaxx becoming JIN just as Doxa becomes Do 

Ij. 35, 11. Others again regard it as hif’il, with 
dagesh in 2 to indicate that the first radical has 
been dropped. cf. Nu. 21, 30: if formed regularly 
from the root it ought to have been ANN. 

17. x7] inf. for snx7 — the final 7m being paragogic. 
cary! Nah. 3, 6. 

23. 55p3] from S5p Ex. 21, 22, bn being adj. for subst., 
or a subst. formed like 55y and they will judge 
anticipate slaughter in the midst of her“. Others 
treat 5b5p3 as pilel from bp3?, like Sbpn: ef. 6, 7. 
30, 4. 

1 ef. 12, 24 Is. 10, 6 Dan. 1, 11: the first expl. is also 
that of R. Jonah“ (Qimchi). Raschi compares aram. NnwWD. 
2 So Qimchi: but Rashi compares Gn. 48, 11 explaining 
thus: — mina oon mene oxy wrp i.e. they will con- 
fidently expect themselves to be slain in her. 

5* 
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24. ~xoo] ef. Lev. 13, 51f. 14, 44. 

XXIX. 3. -ymwy| ,. have made myself‘: or ,I have 
made the river for myself‘. 

7. prin] niftal from px Is. 42, 3: for the form ef. Is. 
24, 3. 

mssyn] ace. to some, for miypn: or, because they were 
obliged to stand?! upon their own loins when their 
Support was broken. 

18. “371 “Dun] because when the army of Nebukhad- 
nessar had taken Ssér, the sea rose upon the city 
and overwhelmed it. 

XXX. 4, axn] as Lev. 22, 13 with tone on ultima. 
mondn] from bin: ef. mpypy 17, 5. 
dD. 19) 32] the nations in alliance with Misraim 2. 

9. ox] great ships, as Nu. 24, 24, 

moa] i.e. Kush which was living without suspicion 3: 
or it may refer to the messengers who should alarm 
Kush without trouble or difficulty: in the latter case 
cf. for the sense Is. 30, 32. 

16. O91 8] i.e. enemies will destroy Noph by day?: 
it will not be captured in the night, or through a 

secret conspiracy. But Chajjug explains it from 
mn 16. 0, ou. 

' So Rashi in almost the same words: the targ. ap- 
pears to have understood the passage similarly pad oA Nd 
ra) mad i. e. thou shalt no longer be a support to 
them: thou shalt make it necessary for all their own resour- 
ces to be utilized (shalt make their own loins stand for 
them). * They did not belong to Egypt, but being in alli- 
ance with them would fall when they fell. 3 targ. yw wD 
ywmin>. +4 the force of on seems better expressed by 
Rashi ov oy (Jon. oy oy mnpp raat ya). 
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17. s30bm] alluding either to the maidens, or to her 
daughters y. 181, i. e. the cities of the open 
country around, Est. 9, 19. (v. 18, like Nu. 21, 25 ete.) 

21. npinb] = ma pind, the verb being intrans.: ef. 17, 14. 

XXXI. 2. "1 op 5x] i.e. There is no ground for sur. 
prise at what is about to happen to thee: for was 
not Asshur greater than thou art? [yet he fell], and 
thou art like him in his exaltation. 

won] a wood: see targ. 1 S. 23, 18. by» is from d5x 

cf. Gn. 19, 8. formgd like apn xx» 1 K. 6, 29 Ps. 

118, 5. The meaning is a wood with many trees 
in it, and so shady. Others derive Sx» from the 
other sense of 55y2, of the rustling of the branches: 

see Zekh. 14, 20. 
4, ~mbyn] with qamess under y unchanged in st. ¢. 

before a pronominal suffix: so before a following 
subst. Is. 7, 3. For the form, cf. ANxSn. 

5. xna3] with » for m of the fem.: cf. Ru. 1, 20. 

ympyro and 6 ympyp] two substt. Some explain similarly 

as distinct mmwiw and munwy Ex. 28, 22. 14, although 

the former word must have been formed by a redu- 
plication of the middle radical like pony Ex. 16, 14 

with the final radical dropped after it, as in P32 3p, 
and similarly an? y. 5, 2. 39, 4 from man. 

1 where Qimchi explains a 7525 vawy 7 The words 
of Ennius (Ann. 196) will explain the sense: omne sonabat 
Arbustum fremitu silvai frondosai. * which however ought 
probably to be derived from 337 a collateral form of 737: 
Ibn ‘Ezra indeed compares for the reduplication of the 
middle radical oy)33, but there, as the parallel instances 
shew (Ew. 163e), the second 3 is a formative letter and 
quite unconnected with the radical 3. 
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In DOD] i. e. ,, when it sent out its branches, they reached 
further than the waters which nourished it, or, as 

others prefer connecting inbw with pnbw Cant. 4, 13 
,on account of the waters which ran through the 
enclosure in which it grew“. 

7. spn] the first » with chireq: this verb is weak at 
both ends (m5°)1. 

9. imix3py] the suffix for 12. When the verb is found 
with 5 it means for, as Zekh. 8, 2 Num. 1], 29. 

10. nna3] for so God speaks in the 2¢ ps.: he then 

immediately afterwards employs the 3¢ imps, as is 
customary when the person addressed is not present 2. 
Or perhaps nana is addressed to Egypt, ,,thou art 
tall in stature like one whose heart is high, and 

who has raised his crown to the clouds“. 
11. imams] fut. for past, and so nwy». 
14. ody] as Is. 1, 29. 
15. snbann] i. e. I have made Lebanon mourn for him. 

and covered? the deep with sackcloth that it might 

not be seen, and held back its rivers*: or °n?aN7 
is to be joined with omnm — I have made it black 
and covered it because of him®. Others render: — 
I have made (people) mourn for him, because of old 

1 Qimchi: — ,,The first » is servile, the second radical: 

Ms, mp” or, without m, PN, *. Ben-Naftali points 

4: Ben ’Asher 77"): in some edd. I have found (as Ben 
’Asher's reading) #7) which is best, because the word is 
analogous to sw from maw“. 2 or as Qimchi explains 
smx> mp3 xdwy mo na span p77 yp. 3 ace. to Qi: 
»made it put on sackcloth“. * so that the tree was 
dried up and withered: cf. v. 4. ® As though the sea which 
had formerly nourished it v. 4 mourned when it was cut 
down: the hif‘il implies that its waters (nx *nwdnn “pioD 
yany Rashi) were forcibly withheld. | 
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I let the deep cover it: i. e. once I gave it many 

waters, but now I have withheld them: or o17n is 

used parabolically of the people who came upon 

Egypt and destroyed it (made the deep cover it). 

maby] formed like mman Is. 30, 33, from »>y “Am. 8, 13. 

17. \nu"] the relative omitted, ,,who dwell*. 

XXXII. 5. mon] from on Ex. 16, 20, as is proved by. 

the qamess (although it is in st. ¢) which points 

to an original }. The termination m — must not 

mislead us: for it is found witlf roots which have no 

weak letter, as 24, 26. 

2. mim] qal: ef. y. 22, 10. Others treat it as intrans. 

(= nz), or as hif‘il like Ij. 40, 23. The meaning 

is = ,,to ebb and flow“. 

6. 4npx] from at La. 3, 54, 2 K. 6, 6, the 1 being 

concealed: but others derive it from mx, (of the form 

soa mx) ,,the land which thou lookest to in trust 

and confidence“, in allusion to its fortified cities: and 

others lastly explain it from the talmudic 72x, a 

flat pan. 
4, Wada] i.e. Wie N52. | 

10. »spya] as in hif. Pr. 23, 5 from my ,when I make 

it flash before them 2“. 

1 i, e. The land which thou swammest upon (when the 

Nile overflows it): or, which the waters of the Nile swim 

upon (Rashi and Jos. Qimchi): this land will now be delu- 

ged even as high as the hills, not with fertilizing waters 

but with the blood of its own inhabitants. * Qimchi’s note 

is worth translating: ,,when I make it glance or flash before 

them in order to terrify them and let them know that by 

it they will be slain: py signifies to be bright or to 

lighten as Jj. 11, 17. Or it may be rendered, , When I 

swing it before them“, for the idea of rapid motion 

=yuun is akin to that of a glancing light myn, and 
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16. manpn] with ssere to indicate that the 2¢ 5 of the 
root is deficient being absorbed by the dagesh: ef. 
y. 71, 23 Gn. 4, 23. 

18. inpuF] i.e. prophesy that it will be brought down: 
but others explain it as Jud. 11, 37, weep over it. 

19. moyi] in meaning like myst 1 5x 31, 21 i. e. that 
he enjoys but little ny3: — ,,thou art no more favou- 
red than any of those have been“. 

maswm] inf. like mm, because there is no instance 
recorded of impér. hof‘al. Yet it may perhaps 
be imper. doing duty for impf. (as Dt. 32, 50): 
for no one of his own free will without external 
compulsion ,,goes down and dwells in the grave“: 
with this explanation therefore, though not otherwise, 
the word will bear to be taken as imper. hof “al. 

20. 12w0] imper.: ef. Jer. 2, 12. 
21. 15] because of him: inasmuch as 125y ‘> are in 

the 34 person. 
26. Sb;my] from 55m: for the form, ef. Cant. 3, 8. 
27. "7 whi] Some interpret oda; like ob; Gn. 6, 4 

Neat 13,99 and 75\) 47 1), 14°18 “as — great and 
tall: the meaning will then be ,the Egyptians will 
not be on an equality with the heroes who are higher 
than the uncircumcised nations described above — 
heroes who had been buried in all their armour (ace. 
to the practice customary in the case of kings, and 

our rabbins of blessed memory say Men do not burn ‘x in 
their lamps because it is Ay i. e. emits an unsteady and 
flickering light“. 14 Qimchi , Thou thinkest to enjoy hap- 
piness and beauty: but did not all these nations expect to 
maintain their power and perfection for ever? yet they have 
descended from their proud enimence, and dost thou think 
to stand unshaken ?“ 
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intended to denote that they had died in full posses- 
sion of their power) and the punishment for whose 
misdeeds (the terror they occasioned during life) had 
not been visited on their heads, but rested upon 
their bones — the Egyptians’ death will not be like 
theirs, they will perish miserably with the uncircum- 

cised at the edge of the sword“. Others understand 

m5a13 in its ordinary sense ,,who had fallen so as 
to be no longer reckoned with the uncircumcised —“: 

and others refer it the Egyptians themselves who 
would be inferior to the uncircumcised i. e. to the 
heroes who were buried with their swords 1. 

30. sR] = ors: cf. yw. 144, 2. 
onv72319] with omission of the dagesh, which usually 

represents the } of yo: ef. Jud. 8, 2 Jon. 4, 11 ¢ 383, 2. 

XXXII. 5. am sh] perf., with qamess on account of 
the pause. 

12. ywb] must be inf., as Ex. 21, 8. 

mxvn] in pronunciation x quiesces: as written the word 
exhibits a mixed form (as though the verb were both 

1 Qimchi explains thus: — They will be with those 
slain by the sword, not with the heroes who succumbed to 
a peaceful and natural death and who belonged to the number 
of the uncircumcised that died surrounded by all the insignia 
of authority: no, their own bones will be broken in punish- 
ment for the violence they have done, and for the terror they 
caused in the world: or ‘3 may be regarded as equivalent 
tg onind as Ij. 12, 3: — They will not lie with the heroes, 
being inferior to the uncircumcised who etc. This last 
view is identical with the third in the text; and also with that 

of Rashi, — ‘3 and ‘y denoting the same persons 1Mpv 

Dosy mon: the clause ‘3; ‘am refers then to the subject 
of in5uw°, not as in the first expl. above to ova) MN. 
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xo and 7”), or x is in the place of}, or nm is 
paragogic +, as in mya» — the verb being x". 

30. 3m] an aram. word (= heb. snmy). 
31. psy] as v. 32 mockings?, from the same root 

as any. Others interpret it as 23, 16 treating the 
words of God as lovesongs“. 

XXXIV. 4. mbn3] like Jer. 30, 12 of sickness of heart 
as “Am. 6, 6: but nbinn refers to sickness of bod y: 
Others derive the latter word from Sn, as Jer. AOS | 

8. omN] i. e. themselves. 
12. inys] to be taken closely with mynp3 ,in the day 
when the herd is scattered among his sheep“ — the 
suffix being sing. on account of ny preceding. Or 
it may be taken thus: — ,,in the day when the 
Shepherd is in the midst of his sheep that are 
scattered“. 

16. snwn] i. e. I will reduce the strength of the more 
vigorous sheep, so that they may not feed upon the 
pasture to the disadvantage of the rest. 

20. m3] an adj. like yna Jud. 3, 173 — either the 
roots being different [but having the same meaning] 
or >» standing in place of x. Others render choice, 
select. ef, 125, 11.-8, 

26. nnn] ,I will increase them (as 37, 26), and 
bestow a blessing* around my hill“: or ,,I will make 
them a blessing, and they shall be round about my hill“. 

1 For such a contraction as is involved in the 
transition from mxom to PXym, we might compare wx 
for wx (a segolate form as the pl. shews) MNt i. e. nat. 
2 so Qi. Ra: ef. Jon. targ. xayoin, in 32 PRIN 7W"15 
— by which latter word he usually renders any. 3 so 
Qi. quoting the targ. as giving the sense: — “pny “23 ya 
}20) 723 pai. * so Qimchi, who compares Gn. 12. 2. 
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29, ‘1DN] from FDN Gn. 25, 8 ete. ,,carried off by famine“, 
ef. Is. 5, 18. Others think it is an adj. from 1D 
Jer. 8, 13 with x» prefixed: 

31. myny] formed like mawy Lev. 26, 1 with > instead 

of = of the root. 
XXXV. 10. -5 ow] God heard thy words, or the words 

of Edém, although he dwelt far off in the land of 

Judah and Israel 4. 
12. pins] sg. nzy3 like mann of the form mma mwpa. 
14. now>] ,,when the inhabitants of the land of Israel 

rejoice I will make desolation“, or ,,in order that 

they may rejoice“, ete. 

XXXVI. 3. AXv mow] must be substantives on account 
of the termination m — which as y. 77, 10 is appen- 
ded to a verb y’y, so that the sense is ,,because ye 

are (in) desolation and want — 2“. 
ym] nif’al, as the ssere shews, but a rare form, 

inasmuch as if it were the regular impf. from a verb 

75, the y ought to be pointed with qamess. It may 
however perhaps be qal, with ssere for chireq 

(which is ordinarily found, as in j32n etc.), just as 
in 9m we find pathach for chireq. It is no ob- 
jection against this to urge that he does not say 
ibym (like mbyx ete.): for the ssere is occasioned 
by ‘the influence of = in front of it, whereas in the 

latter case segol appears because of =. 

1 Qimchi owxna ody. sw ont yow ef. targ. 
x>S maynp wos» om. 2 Qimchi treats mow as an 
inf., quoting, besides y. 77, 10, y. 77, 11: he also regards 
both verbs as transitive comparing Is. 42, 14 and explaining 
the passage, with the targ., of the nations round about 
which sought to destroy Israel and swallow it up. Cf. 
his note on Is. 
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5. xbd] x for “: some explain in the same way Jer. 
46, 20. At first the mappiq was dropped and & left 
as Num. 32, 42 Is. 21, 2: then as there was no 

difference in pronunciation between = and quiescent 
x, the latter was substituted for it even in writing — as 
is frequently the case with 5 when it becomes quies- 
cent. It is possible however that x» may here stand 
for 7 of the fem.: comp. [Jer. 6, 6] 

11. oman] a mixed form — partly from ay’, partly 
from 2D. 

oymwnid] in the sg. nw like saw app: or as others 
think mwxr (with chireq for ssere) of the form mnnn 

The plural ought then to be strictly nywxn (cf. y. 
139, 15 ete.) like nrsay, but as in the masce. they 

sometimes dropped the », saying onay for o»nay, so, 
according to this opinion, the same contraction has 
here taken place in the pl. fem. mwxn standing for 

mewn , although the word is neither a patronymic 
nor a gentile name. 

35. ton] fem.: in mase. mbm and bn Gn. 24, 65 Zekh. 
2, 8 — the latter also fem. 2 K. 4, 25: all these 

forms with 5 denote that which is remote from the 
speaker (ille). 

mann] with m — unnecessarily, because it is the fem. 
pl. of an adj.!: ef. in a verb Ruth 2, 2. Chajjug 
thinks that it points to an original cholem and that 
the sg. is 395m (milra’) or man like mppw Is. 54, 1: 

but even then it is anomalous. 

XXXVII. 6. ox]? as in talm. ,if the skin of the brain 

be punctured“. 

t aon Jer. 33, 10, fem. 5395 Neh. 2,17. Cf. Ew. 68 b. 
2 so Qimchi. 
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7. 13pm] properly maanpm: ef. Jer. 49, 11. 

9. nD] from mp3: ef. Gn. 2, 7. 
12. 431 m3] intended to's symbolize the exile, the whole 

being seen by the prophet in a vision by night. 
So in the description of the building of the temple 
he says (40, 1) ,,the hand of Jahveh was upon me“, 

which he immediately interprets by adding (v. 2) 
,he brought me to it in a vision“. 

13. ommpa] ef. Lev. 26, 26. 
17. 34p] imp. piel: cf. y. 55, 10 Ij. 36, 2 and in the 

pl. Is. 41, 21. 
oxnnd pr] take both of them in one of thy hands“, 

or as others prefer ,,they shall become in thy hand 

a single stick“, — as a sign. 

XXXVIII. 4. 11 pranw] i. e. I will put a perverse 
spirit in thy heart ?. 

7. aovnd] thou shalt become their head so that they 
will guard thee: cf. 1 S. 22, 23 ,,thou art an object 

of jealous care to me“. 
8. nanwp] passive as nxzapp shews; but had it been 

the active part., the form would have been the same: 

see Is. 51, 9. 
13. =-~D3] metaphorically of the nobles”: or, as I 

should prefer to explain it, her villages, like 
o=p> Cant. 7, 12: compare un Is. 35, 7 [34, 13] 

with sun Jer. 32, 8. 

9. ssiw2] like the roaring of the sea y. 65, 8, or 

like a whirlwind. 

1 Rashi compares Is. 57, 17: I will make thee obstinate 
and perverse: he says anyone > mmwa Seas is called 
aait. 2 so targ. and Qimchi ,,because the 75> is king 
over all the other animals“. . 
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13. $wbn] The 7m is answered by D> mxw>, although 
there are others who think its influence extends over 
both mxv> and nmnpd, the sentence being incomplete: 
— ,If it is to acquire great spoil that thou art come 
(then thou mayest get it to thy heart's desire)“. 

XXXIX. 2. pnanw] as above 38, 4: rnxwy i. e. I will 
make you into six nations, those viz. mentioned at 
the beginning (38, 1. 5f) Persia Kush Phut Gomer 
Togarmah and Gog with his people. Others explain 

‘y from osaawv2 Hos. 8, 6: I will break thee into 

small pieces, assigning a corresponding meaning to 

~nxwy viz. I will cut thee off, in ace. with the context. 

4, wy| like my, the name of the genus, 15s being 

that of a species, denoting a bird of small size. 

7. snx] with pathach, because it means to profane: but 
with qamess Josh. 3, 7 in the sense of beginning. 

9, so] in st. c. although with ssere: cf. Jer. 48, 17, 
11. noon] i. e. ,men will be stopped from passing by 

on account of the uncleanness“, or ,,because of the 

number of the slain“; others explain ,,it will stop the 

nostrils of those that pass by, because the stench of 
the dead bodies will come up into their faces *“. 

1 Qimchi: — It is from mww and means that only the 
sixth part of their host will be left: others from the 
context interpret cut off or devastate. Jos. Qimchi 
explained it ,,1 will judge them with six judgements‘, from 

38, 22 where six are enumerated - LXX. xadodnynoo, 
targ. 42DON) (Qi.) Jyyor. Rashi says it is equivalent to 

by by ~MNwm comparing yp. 89, 23: ,,I will cause thee to 

exact usury from my people — to oppress them‘. ? Qimchi 
assigns the latter signification in both places ,.J will break 
thy heart so that thou shalt have a keen desire to come 
out against the land of Israel“. % Qimchi takes it in a 
causative sense ,,will make them stop their nostrils“ (’n 

is wrdwh xxv dy). : 
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14. 1527] onay is subject, and ‘n win object 
m2? is causative and the mx which follows it is , 
pleonastic. ,,Those that pass through will hire men 
whose business it shall be to bury the bones of the 
slain, in order that those who are clean may not be 
defiled when they pass through: and they themselves 
too (‘yn if they see a bone will set up a mark by 
it until the men appointed come and bury it. Others 
think ovay to be object, — the ‘n-w3x compelling 
them to bury the corpses that were left and to set 
up a mark by a bone till they came to bury it 
themselves. Others again render b> ,,separated 
those that passed through from the unclean ™. 

26. w3] from xw3: ef. yw. 32, 1 Jer. 10, 5. 

XL. 4. mame] ef. Ex. 15, 11. 

15. penn] such was its name: but others explain ,,the 
gate of entrance“, from mmx Is. 21, 12. 

p> by] with 5 added, although sp Sy or +255 alone 
would have been sufficient: ef. 21, 20. 

19. snnmn] the final = is paragogic, ayy being mase.: 
the tone is consequently on the penultima 2. 

1 The passage is thus explained by Qimchi: — The 
house of Israel (v. 12) will set apart men who will go 
constantly through the land in search of the corpses to 
bury them: these men with the assistance of the travellers 
passing by (‘ym mx) will bury those that are left. The 
latter as they go through the land (may) v. 15) will if they 
See a corpse set a mark by it in order that the ‘nm way 
may see it, and carry it to the valley of Hamon Gog to 
be buried there with the rest. — Thus while Mosheh con- 
siders Onaiy and ‘ym ms to refer to the same _ persons, 
Qimchi taking ms = with makes them refer to different 
persons. * Comp. what he says on 21, 31: the same 
remark is made by Qimchi. 
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26. ymby ‘yw mbym] as though he had said ‘y pmbyn. 
42. xm omy] the 1 is added 4, but others connect o->s 

with the preceding words: the first explanation is 
however better because the division made by the 
accents is of importance; and if we make the sen- 
tence begin with im, it is not stated where they 
place them, for o2 is closely connected with pon 
and it is on this account that it is placed between 

sbyn and nain. 

XLI. 7. n203] nif‘al: if regular it would have been 
7203: ef. Is. 19, 3 Gn. 11,7 Ij.10, 1. Others think 
it = snp> from 303, as in aram. 

8. ASN mpN] i. e. cubits reaching in length as far as 
the knuckles ”. 

7. anon] the middle, from jn Num. 35, 5 formed 

like snwxi by the addition of mn: this remark I 
have not seen in any previous writer. 

11. m3p] said by R. Jonah to be a subst.: cf. Mal. 1, 11. 

16. Fpnw] acc. to some for Fpwn Is. 52, 10 ,,wood with 
the bark stripped off: or, from the context, ,,planks * 

of wood“. 

17. sy») the entrance, as in targ. for sao. 

21. mmo] st. c.; ef. Is. 14, 6. 

25. yy ay] i.e. may py: in the same way the adj. is 

put first y. 89, 51. Or it may be a subst.* in st. ec. 
although pointed with qamess: it will then mean a 

beam, as v. 26. 

1 Of. 44, 10 Gn. 22, 4 (Qimehi). 2 ef. 13, 18 Jer. 
38, 12. 3 so Jon. y0°3 whom Qimchi and Rashi follow. 
4 as 1 Ki. 7, 6 quoted by Qimchi. Similarly targ. Ges. 
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XLIL 5. ay] the 1 arises from cholem: . for the word 
is from ‘ox, signifying to take away}. 

12. yan] straight, like pan in the talmud?: it is adj. 

to 77. 

XLII. 2. sxn] intrans.: cf. Ex. 14, 10. 
b. 219] with dagesh to indicate the loss of n of hithp, 

17. inmbyp] ordinarily ym —: but the > is omitted as 

16, 52 Dt. 28, 59. 
20. "B21 to purify cleanse, as Dt. 32, 43%. 

XLIV. 7. is5n$] the suffix added, as Ex. 2, 6. 
9, S>y] from bay ef. Is. 1,4. Another form of the st. ¢. 
may be seen Ex. 6, 12. 4, 10. 

S56]'5 as 1 ©. 3, 2. 
10. onda] i. e. priests: but because he removes them 

from serving him in the sanctuary, they are called 
sons of Levi, i. e. of the tribe of Levi, but not 

priests (a term implying actual service): the expres- 
sion ondm ounan v. 15 indicates that every priest was 

of the tribe of Levi. 
18. yra] in the place where they sweat<*: or ,,they 

will not gird themselves so as to bring on sweating“ 

1 ji, e. the columns took away from them, occupied 
a portion of the space they would otherwise have filled. 
Targ. pr} LXX. éeyetro, Qimchi mv°Dn, comparing for 
the sense of 52x a talmudie expression mbax mm mos 

mwu yaxa How many tables are there in the ark? Six. 
More may be seen in Buxtorf, lexic. chald. p. 83 who adds 

‘Dan poo i. e. the space oceupied by the vine, — the 

space over which its tendrils extend. ? see Levy, 8. v. 

3 with an ace. of the thing purified: see Ges. 707a. The 
targ. alters the const. ‘mby “Bam. +7 pyrow dio. 
Sebach. 18 b. i. e. not upon their loins but upon their 

heart (Jon.) 
6 
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It is from yr? — the root of my: Gn. 3, 19 (ef. ANS 

ce. 4, 12) where ssere is retained in st. c. under 1 on 

account of the y. Others think the words quoted 

are from yi nis because they are pointed with ssere, 

and not shwa as would otherwise be the case: see 

y. 33, 11. Jer. 51, 39 ete.: yr would then be one of 

those forms in which the middle letter has been 
thrown to the commencement ?. 

wa] as Dt. 22, 9%; or ,,they will not force the people 

to sanctify themselves on account of their garments: 
for there might chance to be iniquity in them. 

20. npd>] ace. to some, = op ,,they will grow hair in 
moderate amount+“: but others explain make their 
hair like myp> which rises straight out of the 

eround, i. e. cut it straight with razors. 
21. oxi22] They will drink no wine because it is 

their duty to enter into the inner court. 
22. =395x] ,,the widow of a priest“, in st. abs. before 

the following j72: others explain jyn29_ partitively 
,some of the priests may take a widow“, as for 
instance an ordinary priest °. 

) 1 like y33, with qamess on account of the pause 
(Qimchi). 7% Cf. on Jer. 18, 19. % where Ong. SNnmon 
ef. Is. 65, 5 — their contact with the people would render 

the latter owip 1S. 21, 6. * Apparently his meaning 
is the same as that of Ra. when he says the hair will be 
neither entirely shaved off nor allowed to be too long 
my apn xox: cf. Qi. moan mx ne. > Comp. Qimchi: 
— If these words are intended to apply to every 
priest, it is in order to increase the holiness in future 
times: they then state that the widow of a_high- priest 
or even of an ordinary priest may be taken to wife by 
any other priest. But if they are spoken of the high- 
priest, we must explain ADD as == OND N¥po ,,some 
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24. yawn] ace. to some. inf.: cf. Nu. 10, 2. 

31. mpqw 7523] some think the necessity of warning the 
priests against the 7523 arose from the fact that the 
mo (see Lev. 1, 15. 5, 8) was left to them, and 
that they might hence be led to imagine that the — 
former yas theirs likewise’. Others explain ‘3 to 

mean fruit that falls of its own aceord, and 75" 

fruit that has been pecked by birds, or flesh torn 
by animals as the dog or the cat: others again think 
this injunction added because if they ate they would 

transgress two prohibitions?: but it is best to suppose 
simply that if they ate of such things they could 
not serve in the sanctuary because their body would 
be unclean within. 

XLY. 9. p>mwin3] subst., alluding to the oppression 
and hard burdens* which they thrust upon them: 

but in my opinion it must be explained from the 
phrase pyn wip v. 2 ete. as though he said See I 
have given suburbs to you, ye princes, and the pos. 
session of the city, (as he has explained above v. 7) 
and it is your place to separate them from the posses- 
sion of my people.“ ; 

12. s3pn] like ps», the amount, which is to be of 
60 shegels and is handed to them for distribution 
into the 4 parts named, 25, 20, 10 and 5D. 

15. mpwo| the pasture of Israel. 

of the priests may take a widow“, as is done by our teachers 
and Jonathan, 12D» NUND ANw. — The latter interpr. is 
also adopted by Rashi and is that which the accents favour. 
1 ef. Lev. 22, 8. The first expl. in the text, acc. to 
Qimchi, was given by the rabbins. 2? Lev. 22,8. 3 Qimchi: 
prin jam ody od>ee ov anew ppm ombyo ip>o 
yondpn spp. 

6* 
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21. myiaw] some think m — to be added, as 36, 3: 

but it may be that he uses the pl. in a pregnant 
sense, contemplating the weeks in one year after 
another?. Comp. o»»n 46, 6 i. e. the heifers on 

the first day of the successive months are to be unble- 
mished, and ixx> 46, 10 of the successiye princes. 
Others however explain 46, 6 as = oyDny om: ef. 
*Bz..8; 17. ; 

XLVI. 9. 1n23] with chireq, ef. Ij. 20, 29. 15, 33. 
14. pd] to mix2, ef. Cant 5, 2. 

17. naw] n for m (Lev. 22, 13. with tone in like manner 
on the ultima): so Is. 60, 18 Ley. 26, 34. 

19. mown] with art. in st. c. ef. Josh. 3, 14: so before 
a pronom. suffix, as Lev. 27, 23 3. 

22. mawp] an aram. word = nmwp. 

23. mi>was| the name of the pots, a subst. formed like 
the partic.: ef. Is. 23, 18.4 »wy is for mwy: or it 

is in the place of mbwayn wy (made into boiling 
places). 

XLVI. 2. p25] i. e. flowing out by drops, like oil 
out of a flask®é. 

3. DDDN| with » prefixed as Ex. 1, 16, from op Dan. 
5, 9: the meaning is ,a small quantity of water, as 
much as will fill the palm of one’s hand 

1 Qimchi says that mynaw is equivalent to myay 
just as minyS 45, 7 is equivalent to mny>d 48, 21: and 
so it was understood by the targum. ? se. with oil, see 
Lev. 2, 5: so targ. xanyd: the word properly means to 
drop. ° Ew. 290d. * Cf. Qimchi ,,a subst denoting 
boiling-places, formed like mmvpy 2 Chr. 30, 14: 
targ. pay xbwad amex. © Ra. em °°) and Dom. 
6 targ. poipnp °o i. e. reaching up to the ankles: so 
Qimchi. 
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5. nw] a subst. formed like ins Gn. 41, 2 from mnv 
Is. 25, 11. The sense is ,,water which cannot be 
crossed except by swimming“. 

6. *snws] like -mnwa, for the pronoun denotes the sub- 
ject: comp. on the contrary Nu. 22, 13 onnd where 
it denotes the object. 

7. pon] ie. the waters of the sea will be sweetened 
by the stream flowing into, them. 

9. oda] either of the two streams — the dual as 
Pr. 23, 18. =m means ,,will be! healthy and vigo- 
rous“. 

11. pron] Is. 30, 14: the marshes and pools will not 

be sweetened because the salt obtained from them 

is indispensable?. The } in xby as 40, 42. 

13. m3] = na Zekh. 14, 4 — x5 representing either the 
> or the x of s°3 Dt. 3, 29: when > became quiescent 
as well as x one of these letters was dropped, and 
the other changed into m to correspond with the 
pronunciation. ? 

mor] imp. hif. ,let the boundary be extended beyond 
its former limits, and divided into portions“. 

XLVIII. 11. wspyn] instead of the pl., as often: or 
perhaps it may be taken thus: — For the priests 

I So Qimechi: — The water in them will be required 

for the sake of its salt oSwann oyynd “> Cf. Jon. 
pr mbes yranod. 2 Qimchi explains 73 as standing for 
mi (targ. 7), in accordance with the Atbach (v being 
substituted for x, m for 3, and so on: — compare the 

Atbash, where m takes the place’ of s, as Jer 51, 1, 
yelp > = osw>): Rashi agrees with him, but mentions in 

addition the expl. given in the text. 
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that are of the sons of Ssadoq shall be reserved the 
place of the wpm monn vy. 10. which is consecrated. 1 

30. Ovo] from that day and onwards its name will be 
»Jahveh shammah*, like the name of the king ,,Jahveh 

ssidqénu“, Jer. 23, 6. 

1 Cf. Qimchi: — The priests shall have m7 ona 
whpon. The other view is that of Jon. and Rashi. 

ADDENDA. 
Jer. 18, 19: ef. on Ez. 44, 18. 
23, 6: he apparently means that there would be a danger 

of confusing inj with ANT? in pronunciation and that 
this is avoided ie the punctuation 1 ij? 

31, 19: similarly Hitzig ; but there are others, as Qimchi 
and Ew., who understand °21¥ in the opposite sense, cf. 
Jon. SM mend PIA NIMNIN TD. 

. 80, 16 note: I have quoted Ges., although his expl. of the 
impff. by means of an extension of the principle of 
the part. in aram. appears very doubtful. There are 
numerous instances in which a weak verb borrows (so to 
speak) some of its forms from an allied root belonging 
to a class other than its own: the cases which perplex 
us are those in which the borrowed form seems to have 
an entirely distinct signification. 'They may perhaps be 
explained as being cases of accidental coincidences 
(such as are found in other languages), which find their 
real justification in the wider principle alluded to above. 
Others however resort to emendation: comp. Merx Hiob 
p. LIX. 

44, 19: the technical expression employed when a word is 
used in two opposite significations is “33 777 by: or 
139 pw> Ibn “Ezra on Jj. 1, 5. 

48, 19:-ef: on Ez: 21, 31. 40, 19. 
49 10: ef. on 2, 25 and Geiger, Urschr. p. 482. 
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50, 29: by correcting sim the sense becomes clear: there 
is no antithesis intended: O29 is a trans. adj. (== shoo- 
ters), cf. on 23, 24. 

Ez. 2, 6 note 2: add Precisely the same principle recurs 
in arabic: with yw. 140, 9 compare Qor. 7, 71. 8, 48. 
11, 67. 12,5 ete. where § would in English be rendered 
idiomatically by lest. 

5, 7 Béttcher’s ingenious emendation (neue exeg.- kr. Aehren- 
lese, ad loc.) alluded to is no"»m: he compares v. 6. 
20, 13 Ex. 23, 21 and osnand Lev. 26, 15. 

12, 19: targ. “ym, and so Qim. Ew. 
12, 25: Qimchi AM MAR at 2 ATA by maps ped 
bx mn. 

14, 4: Qimchi mpdnng nx nym 1D 7bNA “IP NMa DN. 
20, 5: ef. note on 8, 6. 21, 12: See Nutt’s Chaj. p. 104. 
21, 17: p. 48 1. 2, om. “, and place it after sword. 1. 3. 
21, 20 note 4: the concluding words of Rashi’s note re- 

cognize the difficulty, and exemplify the method we have 
often seen Mosheh resort to in order to solve similar 
ones elsewhere: 13»3y °Dd wind NSN pT 1 px. 

27, 25: wine the suffix refers to the preceding ‘n: 
from the word used in targ. for spin“. 

31, 5: he means to derive mmwiw as well as mys from 
wow, possibly as that which held the breastplate in its 
place as a tree is held by its roots: ef. Rashi’s note on 
Ex. 28, 22 ‘a1 y>N ownw pw. 

32, 6: for, a flat pan, read ,,flat, of a pan‘. 
34, 29: like targ. Ra., he has understood *mp Is. 5, 13 as 

though it were °np. 2 
30, 14: ef. Rashi: — When the land rejoices, in conse- 

quence of my having assumed my sovereignty (w. 97, 1), 
then I will ete. | 

36, 5: the concluding words appear to be corrupt: perhaps 
we ought to read myxy) yy; ef. Jer. 6, 6 where 7xy, 
although a collective, is equivalent to yy. 

41, 17: cf. nobpo 42, 9 ete. 

The sheets were already printed when M. Neubauer 
pointed out to me a Ms. of Qimchi’s commentary on Ezeqiel 
(Bodl. Libr. Hunt. coll. 155) on the margin of which have 
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been added several extracts from Ibn Gannach and Ben 
Bifam, and a few from Chajjug and Saadjah. Some of 
those by Chajjug have been published by M. Neubauer 
(Journ. As. 1862 XX p. 211): I here give a couple of the 
glosses as further specimens. 

by app nbs atm yd ys 7 Gen ww) ww (21, 15) 
noabs o>D Tep NOD oR oP wy twea dnp pow mbdx 
xtm opp omd> sobs wom fo3 apo 47 ayda ya sspoba 
Spa mp >t nad ya :pryds yo om poondyr onn>x y 
y oo Sew uy AEND a way FPDON NIN TP NONI 

saanbs uy py b> moi po OONDN “PND 
wan yen Sy Apo St nxwja .py ay (41, 25) 

sawobs yo Tax >) yp 

ERRATA. 
Page 7 line 19, before mei insert wd. 1, 2 read 

boy. 1, 18 pind. on, 12 way. 16&19 ndby & va. 
p, 11 poas. », 9 mm. 12 dyes. 20 own. 26 runs. 
~, 10 ‘yom. 14 oypyr. w, 11 osnm. w, 4 for Joon 
jm r. yn bon. yp, 7 opon..2, 19 san. 1, 14 a3p. 
3D, ult. pon. 1,.1—2 nan Say. 29,-8 monn. oa, 23 
by. xb, 4 aR 17 won. mb, 2 mma. w, 16 
nippa. P. 22, line 2 from bottom, omit long and place 
it before dagesh, line 3. P. 32, 6 from b. om.-after 
herald: and 3, read weight. 

CORRIGENDA (in Ms). 
Page 2, 4 nwiins should precede ‘30. 7, 11 before 

mbad insert 19>. 14 for npbam r. mydam. 22 for vn 
oO, which was perhaps the original reading, and omit mSqya. 
1, 9 om. 24 pyon~ (which occurs at the beginning of a 
fresh page). 3, 2 for xd, 5x. 23 for wit, wo nda. 
1%, 4 for ix, Nim. mH, 22 Ery. ww, 2 for mys, Mwy. 
“2, 19 for ‘) O39 , pom. md, 2 for mia wbm, PID NM. 
5, 13 for ‘yom, ‘yn. 25 ult. for yo mm, ‘pom. >, 8 ODay. 
, 17 om. mim. od, 15 maw. Two or three unimportant 
misquotations remain uncorrected. 

en 
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